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Abstract 

Wind band conductors have long considered the identification, selection, and 

creation of quality repertoire as fundamental issues in teaching music in the context of an 

instrumental ensemble. The Contemporary Music Project (CMP), through the placement of 

90 composers in public schools from 1959 to 1973, created a substantial body of repertoire 

for high school wind band. While researchers have articulated the historical importance of 

the CMP in encouraging composers to write for the wind band, the direct impact of the 

compositions has not been explored sufficiently. The purpose of the present study was to 

study the impact of CMP compositions by examining the music composed by three Oregon-

based CMP composers (OBCC) and the impact of these compositions upon repertoire 

practices in the state of Oregon. Such a study was needed to identify factors that hindered 

the impact of CMP band repertoire and to inform similar repertoire commissioning efforts 

in the future. 

Following a detailed examination of CMP history and an exhaustive literature review, 

diverse types of data were collected to answer a set of research questions.  Evidence of the 

lasting impact of compositions by the OBCC was sought through examination of published 

repertoire resources, state repertoire lists, state and regional conference programs, and a 

survey of Oregon high school band directors. Analysis of these data revealed that CMP 

compositions from Oregon had only minimal impact upon the repertoire practices of state 

high school band directors. To more fully understand the factors that influenced this lack of 

impact, a representative work by each of the three composers (Karl Kroeger, James Kurtz, 

and Lawrence Widdoes) was selected for expert evaluation. Additionally, data were collected 

through open-ended evaluator survey responses and composer interviews. Data analysis 
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revealed two primary factors that limited the impact of works composed by the OBCC. 

First, though considered of good quality by evaluators, compositions of the OBCC did not 

distinguish themselves from previously composed works and were viewed as somewhat 

traditional in style. Second, CMP infrastructure in regards to publishing and promotion of 

works was found to be ineffective in reaching the target audience of high school band 

directors.  The present document concludes with a detailed discussion of these results and 

recommendations for future research. 
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Examination of the Impact of the Contemporary Music Project 

on Wind Band Repertoire and Performance in Oregon. 

 

Chapter I - Introduction 

Statement of Problem 

The Importance of Repertoire Selection 

Conductors of wind bands have long considered the identification, selection, and 

creation of quality repertoire as fundamental issues in teaching music through band. Fennell 

(1992) stated: “Choosing music is the single most important thing a band director can 

do…since the music we choose today can affect students forever” (p. 7). Reynolds (2000) 

urged band conductors to select the finest repertoire, stating that: “only through immersion 

in music of lasting quality can we engage in aesthetic experiences of breadth and depth” (p. 

31). The school band director’s choices of repertoire carry more than the simple weight of a 

performance program; they are the primary factor in setting the instrumental ensemble 

curriculum, establishing the “framework” for the music curriculum, according to Reynolds 

(p. 31). Battisti (2002b) emphasizes the importance of repertoire: 

The literature/repertoire that students are exposed to truly matters. In musical terms, 

students become what they experience. Zoltán Kodály, one of the 20th century’s 

important composer-music educators, stated that, “Children should be taught with 

only the most musically valuable materials. For the young, only the best is good 

enough. They should be led to masterpieces by means of masterpieces.”  A student’s 

musical values and appreciation are directly linked to the quality of the music they 

study, create, recreate, hear, and consume.  The music a conductor-music educator 
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selects to use in his/her ensemble is the key factor in the ensemble's curriculum of 

study. (p. 231) 

While a detailed discussion of what constitutes “quality repertoire” is beyond the 

scope of the present study, prominent wind band conductors have asserted that the 

repertoire rehearsed by an ensemble frames and potentially limits the learning of students in 

an ensemble class (Battisti, 1989; Fennell, 1992; Reynolds, 2000). As a result, band 

conductors are justifiably concerned with discovering significant and appropriate works for 

rehearsal and performance.  

Creation of Band Literature 

Halseth (1987) points out that, while present day conductors are most concerned 

with selecting quality literature, conductors of past eras concerned themselves with 

uncovering and soliciting quality literature. In addition to searching for music worthy of 

serving as the “band curriculum,” wind band conductors have articulated the need to 

commission accomplished living composers to create new works that will affirm the wind 

band’s position as a legitimate performance ensemble (Battisti, 1995; Belser, 1994; Cippola & 

Hunsberger, 1994; Whitwell, 1965). 

In the first half of 20th century, the vast majority of band programming consisted of 

works written originally for other media (Whitwell, 1965). Commissioning attempts by 

forward thinking band advocates such as Edwin Franko Goldman, Robert Boudreau, and 

Frederick Fennell led the way to creating a body of original band literature that distinguished 

the wind band as a significant and legitimate musical medium. After founding the Goldman 

Band in 1911, Goldman recognized the need for new repertoire for the wind band and 

commissioned numerous composers to write music for his own band and other 

organizations (Belser, 1994); Goldman’s contributions to wind band repertoire will be 
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discussed in chapter 2. Richard Franko Goldman (1962), his son and successor, claimed: 

“the most important factor in the world of bands and band music today is the growth of a 

new and original repertoire” (p. 12). In the creation of the wind ensemble model in 1952, 

Fennell committed to two goals: (a) the development of an original repertoire for winds and 

(b) the concept of a flexible instrumentation within the band that the composer could 

configure according to their expressive desire (Cippola & Hunsberger, 1994).  

As more wind band conductors have followed these examples, a large body of wind 

ensemble literature has been created, including numerous pieces by established composers. 

Ripley (1999) found that 36 of the 45 winners of the Pulitzer Prize for music (through 1995) 

had written for wind band, composing a total of 119 works. Conductor organizations such 

as American Bandmasters Association (ABA), National Bandmasters Association (NBA), 

and College Band Directors National Association (CBDNA) have also contributed to the 

huge growth in band literature during the past century. Halseth (1987) found that the 

CBDNA came to consider commissioning new repertoire as its most important institutional 

activity.  

Identifying a Core Repertoire from the Literature Available to the Band 

Despite the benefits of a larger body of musical literature composed for the wind 

band, Battisti (1995) has pointed out that new literature does not always have a lasting 

impact or come to be considered “core repertoire.”  

To develop awareness of the wind band/ensemble repertoire, programs must consist 

primarily of works being given repeat performances.... Commissioning works by 

great composers is very important and must be continued. However, this will not 

build the repertoire. The premiere performance of a work increases the body of 
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literature, but repeated performances of the best works in the same location will 

eventually be perceived by listeners to be a repertoire. (p. 84) [emphasis in original] 

 

In response to this concern, numerous researchers (Fiese, 1987; Holvik, 1970; 

Hopwood, 1998; Hornyak, 1982/85; Kish, 2003; and Woike, 1990) have attempted to 

identify a core repertoire of the wind band as evidenced by performance records. Ostling 

(1978) and Gilbert (1993) expanded upon this research by utilizing systematic and objective 

criteria to assess what music among the core repertoire may be considered to be of “serious 

artistic merit” (Ostling, p. 12). Findings from these studies provide evidence of the existence 

of a core repertoire for the wind band and will be evaluated in more detail in chapter 2.  

Despite the value of research identifying works that comprise a core repertoire for 

the wind band, such studies do not identify factors that determine the success or failure of 

specific commissions. The majority of core repertoire studies identify between 50 and 300 

works as standard repertoire. Considering that Rehrig (1991-1996) identified over 50,000 

band compositions, it is clear that the overwhelming majority of commissions do not result 

in works that achieve lasting impact, if that impact is defined as acceptance as part of the 

wind band core repertoire. Research that identifies factors involved in the success or failure 

of commissions (and commissioning projects) is largely absent from the research literature; 

the need for such research will be examined further in the following pages.  

The music of the wind band is hardly alone in this challenge of bringing new 

compositions into the standard repertoire. Established American musical traditions such as 

orchestral music and opera have faced the familiar challenge that pieces, once 

commissioned, have no guarantee of future performances and, therefore, struggle to gain a 

foothold as part of the core repertoire for these associated musical traditions. The present 
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researcher has noted through regular personal examination of the season schedules of major 

American orchestras that the vast majority of the orchestral repertoire being performed was 

written prior to the 20th century. Of the “contemporary” programming noted, further 

examination of dates of compositions shows that the vast majority of these works were 

composed prior to 1950. Contemporary works are performed annually by many orchestras 

responsible for their commissioning, but all too often fail to achieve second and third 

performances once the marketing appeal of the “world premiere” distinction is no longer 

available.  

American opera companies have been increasingly active in the commissioning of 

new works during the past 20 years, but still face similar challenges. Organizations such as 

OPERA America have been proactive in adding to the repertoire of American opera. 

McKelvey (2004) points out that the difficulty of achieving multiple performances is a 

conundrum also faced by American Opera companies as they attempt to build the repertoire 

of American operas through commissions: “What many critics have pointed to as the major 

flaw of the commissioning of American opera is that following the premiere and any 

subsequent productions by co-producers [cooperating companies], very few of these operas 

have an extended shelf life” (p. 193). James (1996) supports this idea with the claim that a 

performance of a new opera is almost certainly due to commissioning from the performing 

opera company and is more than likely “the only one [performance] the work will receive” 

(p. 18). 

Despite the challenges of building a core repertoire largely upon music composed 

during the past 50 years, the musical medium of the wind band does provide advantages 

related to the potential success of new works, some of which have been clearly identified by 

composers themselves. Pulitzer Prize winning composer Vincent Persichetti praised the 
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fluidity of wind band repertoire: “Band music is virtually the only kind of music today 

(outside the pop field) which can be introduced, accepted and put to immediate wide use, 

and become a staple of the literature in a short time” (quoted in Battisti, 1989, p. 14). John 

Harbison, another Pulitzer Prize winning composer, commented that: “the wind literature is 

not yet overwhelmed with standard works, so it seems to me that [new] pieces can get the 

kind of concentration that canonical works get in the orchestral world” (personal 

correspondence, April 28, 2000). Numerous composers, including William Bolcom, Steven 

Bryant, and John Corigliano, credit the wind band with becoming an increasingly viable 

medium for new compositions. Schaefer (1967) compared this situation to the experience 

composers have with the orchestral field: “…the composer must woo the orchestral 

conductor in hopes of obtaining performances of his works, whereas the enterprising band 

conductor seeks the composer out. This is having a telling effect, producing a great number 

of works for band” (p. 51). 

Wind band conductors have continued the practice of commissioning composers 

individually, in consortia with other conductors, and in larger commissioning projects. A 

constant consideration in these efforts is the challenge of balancing the needs of the wind 

band genre for new masterworks and the needs of student ensembles with their inherent 

technical performance limitations. The intersection of the needs for quality new music that 

also limits technical demands on the players has resulted in numerous commissions with 

specific guidelines and strictures placed upon the composer. Some of these commissions 

have occurred in the form of projects that seek to create a collection of such works, e.g., the 

BandQuest project sponsored by the American Composers Forum. To explore factors that 

may influence the success of such attempts, the present study will investigate the 
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compositional efforts and institutional lessons that emerged as a result of the Contemporary 

Music Project.  

 

The Contemporary Music Project, A History 

Phase I – the Young Composers Project 

A major attempt to address both the curricular and artistic wind band repertoire 

needs occurred with the creation of the Ford Foundation’s Young Composers Project 

(YCP), which become the Contemporary Music Project (CMP) in 1962. Ironically, this major 

commissioning project of music for schools seems to have started without any impetus from 

the education community. The Ford Foundation, a major source of funding across multiple 

disciplines, initiated a program in the Humanities and the Arts in 1957 (Dello Joio, 1968) and 

began exploring the relationship of the arts and artists to the national culture. At an 

exploratory meeting, noted American composer Norman Dello Joio described the 

difficulties the young composer faced in attempting to compose full-time, noting that most 

lacked financial means and faced the realities of limited demand for music of an “unknown” 

composer. Dello Joio (Contemporary Music Project [CMP], 1968) later wrote,  

I concluded that the high school would afford talented young composers an 

immediate artistic outlet. I saw too, that their work could be dynamically related to 

the social and ethical roles which I had come to believe should be played by the 

schools. (p. 42) 

Considered alongside the needs of the young composer was the equally important 

need for quality repertoire in schools. Edward D’Arms (1966), associate director of the Ford 

Foundation Program in Humanities and the Arts, wrote: 
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The original and primary purpose of the Young Composers Project was to afford 

them [composers] the opportunity to master their craft. In addition, it was hoped 

that the students with whom they came into contact would be willing to open their 

ears to the music of their own time. They might even come to regard music as a 

more direct and significant part of their lives, as they saw it come into being through 

a person little older than themselves; and witnessed the transformation of marks on a 

page into the production of sounds through their own skills, energy and interest. If 

this could happen, the students might learn to prize more highly the great music of 

the past and present; they might also learn to be dissatisfied with the trite and empty 

pieces so often offered them in the name of music. (p. 3) 

The Ford Foundation appropriated $200,000 to establish a composing internship in 

public school systems where composers would be asked to write consistently for any 

interested ensembles in a school district, would have the opportunity to hear their music 

shortly after completion, and (it was hoped) “come to be valued as a creative artist of 

significance to society” (D'Arms, 1966, p. 1). Another intent of this project was to create a 

body of repertoire for students that would be both original for the ensemble and of 

significant artistic quality to “affect the tastes and standards of music playing and studied in 

schools throughout the country” (CMP, 1968).  The National Music Council was chosen to 

administer the grant (Ford Foundation Composers' Project, 1959). Howard Hanson, 

president of the National Music Council and a Pulitzer prize winning composer, also served 

on the Young Composers Project committee. 

With the initial Ford Foundation grant, a committee chaired by Dello Joio was 

formed. This committee consisted primarily of composers and collegiate music educators, 

including many individuals notable for their own contributions to wind band repertoire: 
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Vittorio Giannini (North Carolina School for the Arts), Howard Hanson (Eastman School 

of Music), Peter Mennin (Juilliard School of Music), Douglas Moore (composer, NY), and 

the chair of the committee himself (composer, NY) (Lawrence, 1969). By 1959, four of these 

composers had demonstrated their personal commitment to providing quality repertoire for 

the wind band genre, evidenced by publication of at least one major work each for the wind 

band. The fifth, Norman Dello Joio, would go on to write a number of works for the wind 

band that are recognized among the core repertoire for winds by numerous researchers 

(Berry, 1973; Gaines, 1996; Gilbert, 1993). By 1959, Hanson, Moore, and Dello Joio had all 

been recipients of the Pulitzer Prize for music (“Pulitzer Prizes,” 2007), the most prestigious 

award for American composers.  

The lack of involvement of public school music teacher organizations is striking 

during these early years of the CMP. Examination of internal CMP documents does not 

indicate a deliberate attempt to work outside of the public school music education 

community: composers and the National Music Council seem to have held most positions of 

leadership in the CMP as composition was the primary focus of the organization in its first 

years. Music education organizations, most prominently Music Educators National 

Conference (MENC), were involved in a much more deliberate manner after the receipt of 

the second grant in 1962. 

Following the formation of the committee chaired by Dello Joio, members sought 

both cooperating composers and school districts in which they might be placed. Public 

announcement of the project was made on February of 1959, and the first meeting of the 

committee took place the following May (Dello Joio, 1968). Applications for composers 

were distributed to conservatories, university departments of music, and private composition 

teachers and were published in music journals. Candidates were asked to submit scores and 
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recordings to be screened by the composers on the Policy Committee (Dello Joio). One goal 

of the committee was that the composers selected be no more than three years removed 

from their scholarly training; all of the composers selected in 1959 were under the age of 35.  

School districts were also required to submit applications for inclusion in the project. 

On the application, schools were required to provide information about their musical 

resources, including concert programs and recordings of performing groups. A YCP 

representative, Gid Waldrop, visited eligible districts, and the seven music educators on the 

Project Policy Committee then made final decisions. Special attention was given to those 

districts containing ensembles that, in the opinion of the YCP reviewing board, had 

demonstrated a “distinguished record” of performances by their secondary school ensembles 

at state and regional conferences (Ford Foundation Composers' Project, 1959, p. 39). 

Upon completion of one year of involvement with the program, and with the 

recommendation of the associated composer and district music supervisor, a district could 

apply for a second year. Upon receiving approval for a second year, districts took on further 

economic responsibility, including paper expenses ($650 was provided by the YCP for 

copying expenses in the first year) and a portion of the composer’s stipend, usually between 

$1,500 and $2,000. In 1960, composers received a stipend of $5,000, with an additional 

$1,000 for a spouse, and $500 for each child (Dello Joio & Beglarian, 1966). 

The first twelve composers to participate in the CMP were selected from a pool of 

123 applicants and placed in districts across the United States (Lowry, 1961). As a result, in 

September of 1959, the first nationwide composers-in-schools program began. Two 

composers of primary importance to the present study were involved in the first years of the 

CMP (a third worked in the program during the second phase). James Kurtz, composer-in-

residence for the Portland, Oregon schools, was a member of the inaugural group of YCP 
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composers. Lawrence Widdoes, working in Salem, Oregon, was a participant in the third 

year of the project, beginning in 1961. Composers participating in the YCP had no teaching 

responsibilities but were expected to compose for all interested ensembles within a district as 

their time allowed. Examination of the CMP Library reveals that the vast majority of the 

compositions were written for high school ensembles (Lawrence, 1969). 

A number of the most notable of all the CMP composers participated in the first few 

years of the project, including John Barnes Chance and Ronald Lo Presti, both of whom 

contributed numerous major works for wind band. Two other project composers would go 

on to win the Pulitzer Prize for music: Richard Wernick in 1977 and Stephen Albert in 1985 

(“Pulitzer Prizes,” 2007). The two CMP composers who later achieved the greatest 

professional renown were Philip Glass and Peter Schickele (a.k.a., P.D.Q. Bach). Schickele 

(1967) wrote compellingly about the challenge and opportunity of composing school-aged 

literature during his year in the program: 

Of course, there were limitations, aesthetic as well as technical; yet the most crucial 

responsibility of the composer in this program is to avoid writing down to the 

supposedly low level of the high school students. Actually, their level is determined 

by what their teachers and their music demand of them, and it has been spectacularly 

demonstrated that high school students are capable of performing (and liking) music 

that is technically and aesthetically much more demanding (and rewarding) than the 

bland, all-purpose medleys ground out by the music-for-schools industry. (p. 74) 

Philip Glass, renowned composer and pioneer of minimalism, may be considered to 

be the most famed of the CMP composers. Winter Song, his only CMP composition for full 

band, has had a limited performance history, according to Vincent Novara, CMP archive 

curator (personal communication, July 28, 2006). Novara indicated that this was likely due to 
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the very conventional nature of the work, which does not reflect the minimalist technique 

evident in his later compositional style.  

Phase II – Composers in Public Schools  

The second phase of the life of the Young Composers Project began with the 

renewal and increase of the original Ford Foundation grant. In 1962, the Humanities and 

Arts program at the Ford Foundation moved from pilot status to one of the ten major 

programs of the foundation (D'Arms, 1966). With this new ability to reexamine the YCP, a 

second grant was requested and approved. This second grant, in the amount of $1,380,000 

was issued to the Music Educators National Conference (MENC), the organization that 

assumed administrative duties for the grant from the National Music Council. Again, a 

committee was formed under the chairmanship of Dello Joio (D'Arms, 1966). 

Having assumed financial responsibility for the CMP, MENC explicated five 

purposes of the program:  

i) to increase the emphasis on the creative aspect of music in the public 

schools;  

ii) to create a solid foundation or environment in the music education 

profession for the acceptance, through understanding of the contemporary 

music idiom;  

iii) to reduce the compartmentalization which now exists between the profession 

of music composition and music education for the benefit of composers and 

music educators alike;  

iv) to cultivate taste and discrimination on the part of music educators and 

students regarding the quality of contemporary music used in schools; and  
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v) to discover, when possible, creative talent among the students in the schools. 

(CMP, 1973, p. 36) 

As positive as the reception to the first stage of the project had been, it was clear to 

the committee and to composers that many high school directors were unprepared to cope 

with the challenges of contemporary music. Webb (1966) reported that many project 

composers felt that “few public school music teachers were properly trained to conduct and 

rehearse contemporary music” (p. 112). As a result, the focus of the YCP broadened to 

include teacher training alongside the work of the YCP. The twin aims of the project, now 

renamed the Contemporary Music Project for Creativity in Music Education (referred to as 

the CMP in all internal documents) became: (a) the continuation of the aims of the YCP and 

(b) activities designed to increase the understanding of contemporary music and to reinforce 

its role in public education (Mitchell, 1969, p. 65). The continuing focus on contemporary 

music reflected the primacy of composition in the efforts of the CMP; the new focus on 

teacher training was seen largely at the time as a means to better understanding and 

improved performance of the new repertoire created by project composers.    

The CMP focus on teacher training and pedagogy resulted in the pedagogical 

approach known as comprehensive musicianship. The goal of comprehensive musicianship 

was conceived as an integration of the teaching of all elements of music, achieved through 

synthesizing content areas of history, theory, and performance. Comprehensive musicianship 

has been researched widely (Austin, 1998; Bess, 1991; Boyle, 1971; Buccheri, 1990; Kim, 

1997; O’Toole, 2003; Sindberg, 2007; Steele, 1988; Ward-Steinman, 1987; and Willoughby, 

1982) and continues to impact the present day approach to music education, particularly 

notable in Wisconsin (Sindberg, 2007). A current application of this ideal, Comprehensive 

Musicianship Through Performance, is advocated in numerous popular teaching resources 
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for the public school ensemble teacher (Garofalo, 1976; Labuta, 1976; O’Toole 2003). 

Comprehensive Musicianship Through Performance, also known elsewhere under the 

acronym CMP, strives for a broader and more in-depth understanding of music, using 

performance as a tool in this effort (O’Toole). The impact of comprehensive musicianship 

appears to be the most profound and lasting from YCP (later CMP) activities. 

As part of the YCP restructuring into the CMP, the composer-in-residence element 

of the program was renamed Composers in Public Schools (CPS). Continuing the policies of 

the YCP, the CPS invited American composers under the age of 35 to apply. Scores and 

recordings were required of each composer, providing evidence of experience in a variety of 

media and at varying levels of performance difficulty.  Applicants were also required to 

provide three letters of recommendation. Again, composers on the Project Policy 

Committee made decisions regarding selection of project composers. Notable composers 

who joined the committee between 1963-1969 included Leslie Bassett (serving 1966-1968), 

Ingolf Dahl (serving 1965-1968), Ross Lee Finney (serving 1963-1964), Vincent Persichetti 

(serving 1964-1969), George Rochberg (serving 1966-1968), Roger Sessions (serving 1963-

1964), and Robert Ward (serving 1964-1965). Of this group, Bassett, Sessions and Ward 

have all won the Pulitzer Prize for music (“Pulitzer Prizes,” 2007). The third composer 

whose work serves as the basis for the present study, Karl Kroeger, was placed in Eugene 

OR as part of the inaugural group of composers operating under the aegis of CPS in 1964 

(Lawrence, 1969). 

The compositional aspects of the CMP continued in this form until 1969. From its 

inaugural efforts in 1959 until 1969, the program had placed seventy-three composers in 

seventy-seven public school districts (Lawrence, 1969). In 1966, through the leadership and 

instigation of CMP director Grant Beglarian, a catalog of works was compiled from the total 
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output of the cooperating composers (Lawrence, 1969). Vera Brodsky Lawrence, Director of 

CMP Publications, served as the editor for this project, entitled the CMP Library. 

Simultaneously, the CMP instigated a relationship with University Microfilms International 

(UMI) to publish compositions represented in the CMP Library in xerographic reduction 

form.  

The CMP Library consists of three volumes of music for band (volume 1), orchestra 

(volume 2), and choir (volume 3). The intent of this catalog was to make a large portion of 

the YCP/CPS output available to public schools, as well as to other musical organizations. 

Each volume contains detailed biographical information about the composer, a list of each 

composition created for the CMP, and a number of musical score samples.  

In an attempt to make works composed through the CMP available to public school 

directors, the CMP Library provided publisher contact information for those works that 

were published commercially and identified as CMP Library Editions those works available 

through UMI. These scores and parts were available for purchase from CMP using an order 

form included in the back of each CMP Library volume. Works represented in the CMP 

Library Editions were selected from submissions provided by each project composer, who 

were invited to submit up to ten works for consideration. Composers were asked to submit 

compositions they felt represented their best work.  Both published and unpublished works 

were eligible, as were pieces written before or after their residency (Bonnie J. Dopp, personal 

communication with Gary Schallert, as reported in Schallert, 2001). UMI stored the entire 

library on microfilm until 1976, when it was moved to the MENC Historical Center in the 

University Libraries of the University of Maryland, along with all records of the CMP (CMP 

Library Service, 1976). 
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Following the move to the Historical Center, MENC published and distributed a 

catalog of holdings that were available for loan. Scores and parts were available for a two-

month loan period directly from the Historical Center at no cost other than the shipping fee. 

Curator Vincent Novara reports that it was rare for the MENC Historical Center to handle a 

loan request (personal communication, July 28, 2006). Schallert (2001) perused the physical 

collection of scores at the library in Maryland and reported that it was in a state of disrepair. 

According to Schallert, many of the scores were then incomplete or missing, and some 

composers had requested that their portfolios be returned to them. He did not indicate the 

reason for composers withdrawing their portfolios, but determined that the CMP Library 

had clearly not become a vital source for band music.  

The present researcher attempted to determine how the CMP Library catalogs were 

disseminated to music teachers and how information was communicated regarding the move 

of the collection to the MENC Historical Center in 1976. No evidence of direct mailings to 

MENC members was uncovered or cited in internal CMP documents. Examination of two 

journals focused on the needs of public school ensemble directors, Music Educators Journal 

and The Instrumentalist, revealed sporadic advertising of the CMP Library. From the years 

1966-1969, the researcher identified five single-page advertisements for the CMP Library and 

three additional citations in the annual listing of MENC publications. MENC seemed to 

concentrate promotional efforts on intermittent journal articles focused on the various CMP 

activities, including the CMP Library (The CMP Library, 1969). Later journal articles, 

including Folstrom (1983) and Lawrence (1970), drew attention to the existence of the 

collection years after it was first published and highlighted the move to the MENC 

Historical Center. There was evidence of an effort to promote CMP compositions at 

national MENC conferences. Examination of conference programs revealed that sessions 
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focused on CMP activities occurred in 1966, 1968, 1970, and 1972. Conference programs 

from 1970 and 1972 contained a two-page advertisement detailing CMP publications and 

information.  

At the conclusion of the traditional composer-in-residence type of program, the 

CMP Library report (Lawrence, 1969) indicated that nearly all districts in the final years of 

the project participated for two years. Furthermore, a number of districts obtained local 

funding to retain their composer or to engage a new one at their own expense at the 

conclusion of their project involvement. CMP cited this as strong evidence that the 

connection between composer and community had become an integral part of the artistic 

activities of that community. Among the three school districts and communities that 

continued the program at their own expense was Eugene, OR and their composer-in-

residence, Karl Kroeger (Lawrence, 1969). 

Phase III – Professionals-in-Residencies in Communities 

The third and final phase of CMP began in 1968 with the final Ford Foundation 

grant of $1,340,000. At this time, MENC intensified their commitment to CMP with an 

annual contribution of $50,000 for each of the five final years of the program. The resources 

of CMP were now divided among three major programs: (a) Professionals-in-Residence to 

Communities, (b) teaching of comprehensive musicianship, and (c) complementary activities 

(CMP, 1973). The teaching of comprehensive musicianship was supported primarily with the 

awarding of 21 grants to teachers who were encouraged to develop their own syllabi and 

materials expressing their own approaches to comprehensive musicianship at elementary, 

secondary, and collegiate levels. Additional programs for colleges and universities focused on 

the continued integration of theory and history courses in the music curriculum. 

Complementary activities focused on communicating the work of the CMP to public school 
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music educators. These efforts included consulting services to specific schools and school 

districts, workshops and seminars that taught approaches to comprehensive musicianship, 

and publication of a CMP Newsletter. 

The Professionals-in-Residence to Communities (PRC) component of CMP 

constituted the continuation of YCP and CPS in a slightly altered form. No longer limited to 

composers and no longer solely school-focused, PRC placed thirteen professional musicians 

in varying communities throughout the United States between the years 1969 and 1973. The 

activities of the resident professionals included concerts, recitals, and composition. 

Composition remained a central part of these activities as evidenced by the fact that the artist 

group composed over 100 compositions between 1969-1973 (CMP, 1973). This phase of the 

CMP produced a number of works of significance to school wind bands. In particular, 

Sydney Hodkinson, Russell Peck, and Philip Rhodes created works noted and recommended 

in repertoire resources such as Dvorak (1986) and Miles (1997). 

Following the Ford Foundation’s third and final grant, the CMP concluded its 

formal activities. After 14 years of residency programs, CMP (1973) reported that 90 

composers and artists-in-residence had participated in the project. The 1968 proposal to 

Ford Foundation indicates that the third phase of the CMP was intended to be the 

conclusion of their activities (CMP, 1973): 

The urgent need underlined by the past efforts of CMP is for a synthesis, a focus, for 

disparate activities in music, in order to give them a cohesion and relevance in our 

society, to its cultural and educational institutions and organizations. The need is for 

the creation of a framework in which diverse musical interests and concerns can 

work cooperatively for their mutual benefit, not just to advance their special 
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interests, but to view their work as a part of the total musical life of contemporary 

society… 

The realization of these aims is not a finite objective. It is hoped, however, 

that the new project [third phase of CMP] would bring to a valid conclusion the 

work of its predecessors and leave a legacy for those regularly responsible for the 

quality and scope of the musical life of this and future generations. (p. 47) 

It has been shown that the activities of the CMP throughout its 14-year history were 

varied and large in scope. Through the placement of 90 composers in public schools across 

the United States, CMP was uniquely positioned to impact the repertoire of school ensemble 

repertoire, including that of the wind band. What is less definitively known is the impact of 

these compositions and what factors influenced the level of this impact. 

 

Need for Study 

A substantial amount of research has identified a core repertoire for the wind band 

(Holvik, 1970; Hornyak, 1982/85; Fiese, 1987; Gilbert, 1993; Ostling, 1978; Woike 1990). 

Additional studies have detailed the contribution of major conductors and commissioning 

projects that have made critical contributions to this repertoire, including the contributions 

of the CMP (Belser, 1994; Copeland, 1976; Halseth, 1987; Pugh, 1966; Renshaw, 1991).  

While researchers have articulated the historical importance of CMP in encouraging 

composers to write for the wind band (Battisti, 2002; Lawrence 1970; Pugh 1966), the 

impact of the music composed as a result of the CMP has not been explored sufficiently. 

Schallert (2001) examined core band repertoire to identify works from the CMP Library that 

have achieved such status on a national level; however, detailed exploration of the impact of 
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the CMP compositions on a specific region for which they were composed has never been 

undertaken.  

 Additionally, there is a paucity of research that provides lessons from historical 

commissioning precedents to those involved in the creation of new repertoire. Schallert’s 

(2001) finding that only a small number of CMP band compositions have become standard 

repertoire indicates a need for research to determine the reasons for the limited impact of 

CMP repertoire. Wind band conductors who strive to commission composers to write new 

works that will impact the future of core band repertoire will benefit from the lessons 

gleaned from a focused examination of the processes of the CMP in a single region. Such a 

study is needed to identify factors that hindered the impact of CMP band repertoire and 

might inform similar efforts in the future. 

 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study is to learn more about the direct impact of CMP 

compositions by examining the music composed by Oregon-based CMP composers 

(OBCC). Oregon was chosen for three reasons: (a) the number of CMP composers serving 

in the state1; (b) the presence of a state repertoire list; and (c) accessibility of its high school 

directors to the present researcher. Focusing the sample of composers and compositions in 

terms of number and geography may illuminate the successes experienced and challenges 

faced by the CMP in creating new works for high school band that would have an impact 

within this specific region.  

This study will attempt to address two primary research questions:  

                                                 
1 Three composers, James Kurtz, Lawrence Widdoes, and Karl Kroeger, served the state in 
its three most populous cities; Portland, Salem and Eugene, respectively. 
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1) Did the music written by Oregon-based CMP composers have a lasting 

effect on band music in the state as determined by becoming part of the 

“core repertoire” of Oregon high school band music? 

2) What were the challenges the CMP faced in creating music that would make 

a lasting impact? 

 

Limits of Study 

The pedagogical aspects of the CMP will not be considered, except as they pertain to 

the history of the three composers and eight specific compositions investigated. The 

pedagogical aspects of CMP have received the majority of scholarly attention in past studies 

(Austin, 1998; Bess, 1991; Boyle, 1971; Buccheri, 1990; Kim, 1997; Sindberg, 2007; Steele, 

1988; Ward-Steinman, 1987; Willoughby, 1982). Therefore, this study will focus on the 

impact of the music created as part of the CMP.  

This study will limit examination of CMP compositions to those three composers 

who served as resident composers in Oregon high schools (James Kurtz, Lawrence 

Widdoes, and Karl Kroeger) and the eight works they composed for high school band. It is 

hoped that this small sample will allow for greater depth and scope of investigation into the 

compositional aspects of the CMP.  

 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms will be crucial to this study and require clarification from the 

outset.  

Wind band - an inclusive term for all band ensembles such as concert bands, wind 

ensembles, and chamber wind ensembles. The term wind band (or band) will refer essentially 
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to the instrumentation of the ensemble and will encompass professional level wind 

bands/wind ensembles, collegiate ensembles, and public school ensembles from beginning 

band through high school. The term will also refer to the genre/field/art form/media of 

music known by all of the specific ensemble terms listed above. 

Literature - the general body of music available for performance and study.  

Repertoire - the selective body of literature that is actively performed by wind bands, 

as determined by resource materials created by influential wind band conductors and 

researchers (Battisti, 2002). 

Contemporary Music Project (CMP) – this title will serve as the generic title for the 

“composer-in-the-schools” projects under the aegis of CMP, known in succession as the 

Young Composers Project (YCP), Composers in Public Schools (CPS), and Professionals-in-

Residence in Communities (PRC) during the 14-year history of the project. References to 

CMP in terms of repertoire will indicate all works composed as a result of CMP activities.  

Oregon-based CMP Composers (OBCC) – the three composers (Kroeger, Kurtz, and 

Widdoes) who were based in Oregon schools throughout their CMP assignments. 

References to OBCC in terms of repertoire will indicate the eight compositions of the three 

composers listed above. 
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Chapter II – Related Literature 

 

Overview of literature review 

Assessing the impact of specific compositions is a difficult task that has been 

approached in a number of ways in past research literature. Studies identifying the core 

repertoire of the wind band have provided information related to the number of 

performances and the sphere of influence of a particular piece. Studies identifying factors 

that influence conductor selection practices have provided information useful in assessing 

reasons that specific works have received more or fewer performances. Finally, studies 

related to particular sources of literature provide historical lessons that may have 

implications for future compositions.  

The present study examines core repertoire studies that use two primary methods to 

identify core band repertoire: examinations of the performance frequency of compositions 

and assessments of compositional quality utilizing various methods. These studies have 

utilized data from both national and statewide samples to examine wind band music 

appropriate to the most advanced ensembles, music deemed appropriate for high school 

bands, and music for younger ensembles. Following examinations of research literature 

about core repertoire, studies that examine factors that influence conductor choices of 

particular repertoire will be explored. Next, a number of studies that evaluate the impact of 

notable sources of repertoire will be examined, culminating in research related to repertoire 

stemming from the Contemporary Music Project (CMP). The chapter concludes with a 

replication of one particular mode of inquiry assessing impact of particular works that was 

discovered during the literature review process.  
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Identification of the Wind Band Core Repertoire  

Numerous influential wind band conductors have stressed the importance of 

identifying a core band repertoire that could function as a point common reference point for 

all wind bands (Battisti, 1989; Fennell, 1992; Reynolds, 2000). A study conducted by Holvik, 

(1970) was undertaken at the urging of the President of the College Band Director National 

Association (CBDNA). Olson (1982) articulated the importance of core repertoire 

identification to both wind band advocates and pedagogues alike: 

Because the contemporary wind ensemble is a comparatively young medium, it does 

not share the orchestral luxury of an established, core repertoire to which audiences 

relate and around which conductors create interesting and musically sound programs. 

What is needed, as a point of embarkation for conductors and audiences alike, is a 

core repertoire which can function as a programming nucleus as a base for the study 

of wind band music historically and pedagogically, and as a qualitative measurement 

for the artistic evaluation of new music. (p. 11) 

Core repertoire studies have been conducted using a number of methods. Most 

prominent among these are studies that identified core repertoire through the frequency of 

performances and studies that identified core repertoire through criterion-based assessments 

of compositional quality. The majority of studies have considered all band literature without 

any limitations based on technical demand, primarily through study of the college band 

repertoire. A smaller number of studies have attempted to assess high school and middle 

school core band repertoire. Other studies have examined both repertoire practices and 

factors influencing repertoire selection by directors. The findings in such studies will be 

examined separately in the sections of this chapter focused on core repertoire and selection 

factors.  
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Core Repertoire Defined by Performance Frequency 

Defining the “core repertoire” of the college wind band, high school wind band, or 

the entire wind band ensemble genre has proven a daunting task. Survey-based studies 

(Holvik, 1970; Hornyak, 1982/85; and Fiese, 1987) have sought to determine a core 

repertoire for the college and professional band, in terms of performance frequency. A direct 

comparison of all three studies reveals common ground in terms of composers and works 

that are considered “core” to college band repertoire. 

As previously stated, Holvik (1970) undertook research to uncover an emerging band 

repertoire at the request of CBDNA President Manley Whitcomb. Holvik surveyed 110 

CBDNA members and received 78 responses in the form of programs from concerts held 

between 1961-1966; the process used to select the 110 members solicited was not detailed in 

the study, so it is unclear how representative this sample may have been. Holvik examined 

the frequency of performances and listed all works that received 10 or more performances. 

Holvik found 234 such works, of which 136 were works composed originally for band 

(58%).  

Hornyak (1982/85) similarly consulted college band concert programs in an attempt 

to assess a core repertoire. He received 23,400 concert programs dating from 1975-1982 

from 235 schools. He organized his findings by types of schools, as determined by their 

degree offerings. The three groups represented: (a) schools offering a doctoral degree, (b) 

schools offering a masters and baccalaureate degree, and (c) schools offering only a 

baccalaureate degree. Hornyak identified 30 works that received 72 or more performances. 

This list was remarkably similar to the findings of Holvik, including only four compositions 

that were not on the most performed works of the previous study, two of which were 

composed in the period between the publication dates of these studies. In addition to 
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identifying the most frequently performed compositions, Hornyak grouped data to identify 

most performed composers. According to his analysis, the most performed composers were: 

Sousa (986 total performances), Grainger (682 total performances), Reed (537 total 

performances), Holst (446 total performances), Persichetti (368 total performances), and 

Vaughan Williams (334 total performances).  

Fiese (1987) focused on music performed by college and university ensembles 

between 1980-1985. He sent a researcher-designed survey instrument to 930 band 

conductors selected from the Directory of Music Faculties in Colleges and Universities, U.S. and 

Canada, 1984-1986 and received 309 usable responses. The 23,615 performances that 

constituted Fiese’s data were the largest number of performances considered in any of the 

studies evaluated in the present study. Fiese confirmed Hornyak’s (1982/85) findings that no 

common repertoire existed between different sizes of college programs. A comparison of 

the most performed composers in the Fiese and Hornyak studies revealed an impressive 

level of agreement: 24 of the top 26 composers were identical between studies2. The most 

performed composers in the Fiese (1987) study were: Sousa (1562 total performances), 

Grainger (1261 total performances), Holst (1025 total performances), and Reed (1022 total 

performances). Only four of the most performed works in the Hornyak study were not 

present in related findings of Fiese3.  

Woike (1990) utilized a two-part survey to ascertain performing practices of 

conductors and the factors that affected their programming decisions. Findings relating to 

repertoire decisions will be discussed in the later section of this chapter. The researcher 

                                                 
2 The two missing composers, Mozart and Schuman, appeared in the Fiese “most 
performed” list, but at a lower rank.  
3 Sousa: Stars and Stripes Forever; Schuman: Chester, Hindemith/Wilson: Symphonic 
Metamorphosis, and Giannini: Symphony No. 3 for Band. All but the Giannini appeared in the 
study, but at frequencies lower than the most performed compositions. 
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randomly sampled 30 CBDNA members, from which 26 conductors returned usable surveys 

(87% return rate). Woike compared the pieces most performed by the respondents from 

1985-1989 with a list of works that the same respondents viewed as most significant. This 

list of significant compositions was compiled from responses to a survey item asking each 

conductor to identify the ten works they considered most significant. Noting that 72% of the 

most significant works did not appear on the list of most frequently performed works, 

Woike concluded that performance frequency was not a reliable indicator of a composition’s 

artistic merit. This conclusion will be discussed in more detail in the summary of the present 

chapter.  

The list of 64 “most significant” pieces featured a number of composers cited for 

multiple works, including Persichetti who was cited for four works; Chance, Holst, Reed, 

and Schuman, who were cited for three works; and Bassett, Benson, Dello Joio, Grainger, 

Handel, Husa, Strauss, Stravinsky, Vaughan Williams, and Wagner, who were cited for two 

works. The 20 most performed compositions included two works by Holst, two by 

Grainger, two by Jacob, and single works by 14 other composers who were all represented 

on the most played lists of Holvik (1970), Hornyak (1982/85), and Fiese (1987). More direct 

comparison with the prior studies was impractical considering the much smaller number of 

programs examined by Woike.  

Hopwood (1998) cataloged repertoire performed at CBDNA conventions and 

examined frequency of such performances in relation to other core repertoire research. 

Hopwood did not seek to identify a unique core repertoire based upon his findings, opting 

rather to compare his findings of the most performed compositions with other core 

repertoire research.  Hopwood examined programs of 118 CBDNA conventions, including 

21 national and 97 regional conventions, and included all works with four or more 
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performances in his findings. In terms of composers, he found that Grainger was the most 

frequently performed composer, followed by Sousa and Ives. He listed 128 most frequently 

performed compositions in descending rank order based on the number of pieces performed 

and the number of performances for each. Comparison with other studies showed varying 

degrees of similarity in the works listed and are listed in descending order of commonality in 

Table 1. Though Hopwood did make such a claim, the degree of similarity with other studies 

provides evidence that CBDNA conductors demonstrated some affinity with core repertoire 

findings in the research in their programming choices.  
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Table 1: Compositions in Common with Most Performed List in Hopwood (1998) 

Comparison study Number of common compositions  

Gilbert (1993) 44 

Fiese (1987) 35 

Ostling (1978)  27 

Holvik (1970) 26 

Hornyak (1982/85) 22 

Woike (1990) 20 

Olson (1982) 18 

 

Kish (2003) conducted a replication of Holvik’s (1970) study using concert program 

data published in the CBDNA Report between the years 1998-2002. As the number of 

examined programs totaled 11,765 performances, Kish adjusted criterion for minimum 

number of performances to 15 to make the inclusion criterion equivalent in ratio to Holvik. 

Neither Holvik nor Kish reported the number of performances that comprised the data for 

the earlier study. Kish indicated that the previous inclusion criterion of 10 performances 

resulted in a list of prohibitive length and prevented meaningful comparison with the Holvik 

study. Kish found 170 works that had received 15 or more performances, of which 143 were 

original works for band (84%). In comparison with Holvik, 53 compositions were included 

in both lists, and eight of the top ten in the Kish (2003) study were included on the Holvik 

list. Kish noted marked development in the number of original works for band that 

comprised the list from the replicated study. He attributed this development to the influx of 

quality works composed in the years between the two studies. Kish found that the 

composers most performed included: Grainger (587 performances), Sousa (411 
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performances), Ticheli (354 performances), Holst (232 performances), and Vaughan 

Williams (191 performances). 

Core Repertoire of High School Bands 

A number of performance frequency studies focused on high school core band 

repertoire (Berry, 1973; Slagley, 1992; and Menghini, 1997). Berry (1973) identified 

compositions that were most frequently performed in Iowa and Nebraska from 1968 to 

1972. Berry solicited all high school and college band directors in the two states by mail and 

requested concert programs. Respondents included 346 Iowa and 245 Nebraska high school 

band directors, and 40 Iowa and 27 Nebraska college band directors. He organized findings 

into six types of compositions: concert works, transcriptions, marches, solos with band 

accompaniment, ensemble pieces with band accompaniment, and miscellaneous works. 

Berry further organized his data into sets from different high school size classifications and 

colleges. 

Berry (1973) noted the consistency between Iowa high schools and colleges in terms 

of most performed compositions and composers. The most frequently programmed 

composers by Iowa high school bands (in order of decreasing frequency) were: Sousa, 

Cacavas, King, Williams, Nelhybel, Reed, Osterling, Bach, Giovannini, and Nestico. 

Nebraska high schools performed most frequently: Sousa, Cacavas, Osterling, Giovannini, 

McBeth, Williams, Erickson, Grundman, Carter, and Nelhybel. Iowa colleges most often 

performed: Sousa, Nelhybel, Fillmore, Reed, Williams, Giovannini, Persichetti, Gould, Husa, 

and Dello Joio. Nebraska colleges most often performed: Sousa, Nelhybel, Fillmore, 

Williams, Reed, Persichetti, Holst, Giovannini, Gould, and Grainger. Berry noted similarity 

between high school repertoire of the two states, pointing out that 11 of the 20 most 
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performed works were performed 22 or more times by schools in both states. He also noted 

many commonalities between both of the college lists and Holvik’s (1970) findings.  

Slagley (1992) examined high school honor band programming in Texas from 1980-

1989, attempting to establish a starting point for determining a core repertoire with which all 

high school students should be familiar. He compared his results to those of Berry (1973), 

Fiese (1987), Holvik (1970), Hornyak (1982/1985), and Olson (1982). Slagley found 

commonality with 27 of 50 of the most performed works in Iowa and Nebraska determined 

by Berry (1973). Comparison with the 58 most performed composers determined by 

Hornyak (1982/85) revealed that 41 were performed in Texas. Slagley found the most 

commonality with Fiese’s (1987) results, revealing commonality of 20 of the top 22 works 

reported in Fiese. In comparing his results to those of previous researchers, Slagley found 

evidence of an emerging repertoire including compositions of Grainger, Hindemith, 

Persichetti, Reed, Chance, Copland, Holst, Ives, and Nelhybel. He noted that the additional 

inclusion of march compositions would add Sousa, King, Fillmore, and Alford to that list. 

The present researcher notes that the similarity of the high school core repertoire to the 

college repertoire, as seen in Berry (1973) and Slagley (1992), may indicate that there is little 

consensus on core repertoire of music featuring less technical difficulty than that found in 

the majority of college repertoire.  

Menghini (1997) conducted research designed to explore the impact of the Midwest 

International Band and Orchestra Clinic (Midwest Clinic) on repertoire. His intent was to 

compare new music originally written for the wind band and performed at the Midwest 

Clinic to repertoire included in five select state and national music lists. He defined as 

“significant works” (p. 125) those pieces performed at the Midwest Clinic that appeared on 

three or more music lists. He found 40 works identified on all five resources, an additional 
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group of 40 works identified on four lists, and an additional 69 works identified on three of 

the five lists. While the Midwest Clinic was not responsible for the commissioning of new 

works, he determined that it had positively impacted the growth of the wind band repertoire. 

The impact of other large concert events in Oregon, including state and regional 

conferences, will be explored in the research methods of the current study. 

Core Repertoire Measured by Criteria of Quality 

The other prominent method of identifying core repertoire has involved the use of 

various methods to identify works that expert conductors feel should comprise the core 

repertoire because of their compositional quality. The reliability and validity of measurement 

tools in this area of study are quite diverse. As described below, studies such as Ostling 

(1978) and Gilbert (1992) utilize highly developed and sophisticated methods to evaluate 

compositions, while Hughes (1990) and Gaines (1998) determined core repertoire simply by 

examining frequency of director’s nominations of meritorious works.  

Ostling (1978) sought to identify a body of compositions that most closely met 

identified criteria for “serious artistic merit” (p. 13). His study, often cited in core repertoire 

research, was replicated by Gilbert (1992) and Rhea (1999). A panel of twenty expert college 

band conductors was selected using responses of 312 college and university wind band 

conductors. These twenty evaluators rated 1,481 compositions on a five-point Likert-type 

scale – from one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree) – on the basis of the following 

criteria: 

1) The composition has form 

2) The composition reflects shape and design 

3) The composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration 
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4) The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp 

of its musical meaning 

5) The composition’s developmental route is not completely direct and obvious 

6) The composition is consistent in quality throughout 

7) The composition is consistent in style 

8) The composition reflects ingenuity in its development 

9) The composition is genuine in idiom 

10) The composition reflects a musical validity that transcends factors of 

historical importance or pedagogical usefulness. (Ostling, 1978, pp. 149-150) 

 

Evaluators rated only those compositions with which they considered themselves 

familiar. Familiarity was operationally defined as the evaluator either: (a) having experience 

conducting the work, (b) having heard the work in live or recorded performance, or (c) 

having observed the work in rehearsal. Ostling designated compositions receiving a mean 

score of four or above (80% of all possible points) as works of serious artistic merit. An 

exception to these scoring criteria was made for works that were familiar to all 20 evaluators. 

In these cases, 79% of all possible points were accepted as meeting the standard so that a 

single evaluator could rate a composition as “undecided” (a score of 3) without eliminating 

the composition from consideration for meritorious status. Ostling identified a core 

repertoire of 314 compositions that met his criteria for designation as works of serious 

artistic merit – 37 of the 314 pieces were familiar to all 20 evaluators.  

Olson (1982) sought nominations of a highly select core repertoire from 19 expert 

evaluators and then asked them to evaluate each work in terms of its inclusion in a “highly 

selective core repertoire” for the wind ensemble. Ten compositions were unanimously 
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chosen, and 51 received eleven or more votes and were thus identified as the “choicest” core 

repertoire. Of the 51 compositions, 24 were works requiring 15 or fewer performers. The 

focus on selectivity in the study design resulted in the identification of a core repertoire 

much smaller in number and one that had fewer similarities to previous studies. Of note, 

neither of the two Suites of Holst was included, nor was any work by Persichetti, Dello Joio, 

Vaughan Williams, or Reed. 

Gilbert (1993) replicated the Ostling (1978) study in an attempt to update the 

previous study and evaluate works composed in the interim 15 years. Gilbert compiled 1,261 

compositions from sources including the 314 meritorious works from Ostling (those 

receiving scores of 80% and above), 692 works that had received between 70% and 80% 

scores in the Ostling study, published sources from other conductors, unpublished lists from 

additional conductors, and recommendations from the 20 evaluators selected for the study. 

Gilbert excluded marches and fanfares from the list, designating them as “peripheral to the 

core literature” (p. 2). Using criteria identical to Ostling, Gilbert identified 191 works that 

met the criteria for serious artistic merit. A total of 152 works selected as significant works in 

the Ostling study were not re-selected in the replication. Further, 21 works that did not meet 

Ostling’s stated criteria were elevated to the list of significant works in the more recent 

study. Gilbert found 73 meritorious works that were familiar to all 20 evaluators. He posited 

that the differences pointed out the necessity of regular replication to assure that results 

reflect current trends. Though Gilbert determined a detailed comparison of his results to 

Ostling as beyond the scope of the study, the current researcher identified 37 works 

designated as meritorious by Ostling and familiar to all 20 evaluators. 

Hughes (1990) surveyed Iowa high school band directors regarding their relationship 

to 50 works deemed significant by the researcher. Directors were asked to indicate 
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agreement with five statements regarding their familiarity with each composition: knowledge 

of the work, past performance, past study, score ownership, and recording ownership. Each 

of the 98 respondents indicated familiarity with four works: Holst’s First Suite in Eb, Reed’s 

Russian Christmas Music, Chance’s Incantation and Dance, and Grainger’s Lincolnshire Posy. Thirty-

nine of the survey compositions were familiar to over half of the directors. Taken with 

respondents’ indications of their own core repertoire (which included the Holst Suites, 

Grainger’s Lincolnshire Posy and Irish Tune, Vaughan William’s English Folk Song Suite, the 

Reed’s Russian Christmas Music, and Sousa’s Stars and Stripes Forever), Hughes found evidence 

of a core repertoire for high school band. Hughes noted that directors did not seem to 

program primarily from their core repertoire in noting that the most commonly performed 

composers at the 1988 and 1989 Iowa Music Education Association contests, C.T. Smith 

and Swearingen, did not appear in the survey results of core repertoire.  

Gaines (1998) compiled a list of repertoire on a questionnaire sent to 1,576 randomly 

selected band directors who were members of MENC and received 437 usable responses. 

This questionnaire repertoire list comprised 209 works that received mention on seven or 

more of 13 state repertoire lists that Gaines consulted. Respondents were asked to indicate 

their familiarity with each composition and their degree of agreement that the work should 

be part of a high school core repertoire. Gaines considered works that received 50% or more 

responses of agreement as his scoring criterion for considering works as part of a “core 

repertoire” for high school band. He utilized 95% as a baseline for considering works to be 

“essential repertoire.” These criteria resulted in a list of 104 compositions labeled core 

repertoire for high school band, and 17 works labeled essential repertoire. 

Gaines (1998) pointed out the presence of numerous similar composers on his list 

and that of previous researchers. Composers appearing on both the Gaines essential 
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repertoire list and Hughes (1990) core repertoire list included Holst, Vaughan Williams, 

Grainger, Reed, and Zdechlik. Gaines also found that composers named in the core 

repertoire results of Fiese (1987) and Hornyak (1982/1985) appeared in his results. Grainger, 

Holst, Reed, Vaughan Williams, Chance, J.S. Bach, Copland, Shostakovich, Wagner, and 

McBeth appeared in previous studies and the essential repertoire list in Gaines. Dello Joio, 

C. Williams, Bernstein, Persichetti, C.T. Smith, Bennett, Ives, Jacob, Arnold, and Nelhybel 

are represented in both previous studies and the core repertoire list of Gaines.  

Rhea (1999) sought to apply the method of Ostling (1978) and Gilbert (1993) to 

identify repertoire of “artistic merit” (p. 2) that may be performed by high school bands. 

Twenty expert high school directors were selected as evaluators and asked to rate a master 

list of 372 compositions from the 1995-1998 Prescribed Music List – the Texas band 

competition required music list. The rating questions and scoring criteria were replicated 

from Ostling (1978). Rhea identified 123 works that met the criteria for serious artistic merit. 

Of these 123 works, 23 both met the criteria and were familiar to all 20 evaluators. Rhea 

determined that works both meeting the criteria and being familiar to 15 or more evaluators 

formed a core repertoire for the high school band. Rhea did not compare his findings of the 

106 works that met this standard to the Gaines (1998) study, but the current researcher 

noted numerous intersections of the repertoire. In a comparison of the most selective lists of 

each study, the present researcher noted that 10 of 17 pieces on the essential repertoire list in 

Gaines appeared on the list of compositions of artistic merit familiar to all 20 evaluators in 

Rhea’s investigation.   
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Jones (2005) compared the performing practices in Pennsylvania to the Gaines 

(1998) “core” and “essential” repertoire lists.4 A random sample from each of the 12 

geographic districts in Pennsylvania were surveyed with multiple questions addressing 

selection of repertoire and one open-ended question asking respondents to list all piece 

performed in the 1996-1997 school year. The results of the repertoire selection questions will 

be addressed later in this chapter. In his comparison of Pennsylvania schools performance 

frequency to Gaines’ findings, Jones found that 82% of respondents performed works from 

the Gaines essential repertoire list and 62% of the core repertoire list. Additionally, three of 

the four most performed works (Holst’s First and Second Suites, and Vaughan Williams’ 

English Folk Song Suite) coincided with the Gaines essential repertoire list. Jones asserted that 

his results confirmed the validity of Gaines’ results. 

 

Factors Influencing Wind Band Conductor Repertoire Selections 

The core repertoire studies previously examined provide both a view of what 

repertoire is most frequently programmed by wind band conductors and what repertoire 

experts believe is most worthy of performance. However valuable these findings are, they do 

not specify why band directors choose repertoire, nor whether these choices reflect the 

findings of core band repertoire research. A number of studies, including two core repertoire 

studies previously described (Jones, 2005 and Woike, 1990), attempt to clarify why directors 

choose certain compositions and identify the techniques directors utilize to make repertoire 

selections. 

In addition to assessing college band repertoire as detailed earlier in this chapter, 

Woike (1990) attempted to determine the rationales that effected conductors’ choices of 

                                                 
4 The present researcher notes that Jones’ method was predominantly frequency-based; it is 
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repertoire. His was the only such study that considered the question of selection factors 

through the perspectives of college conductors. Though the majority of his conclusions do 

not have direct implications for the present study, he did find evidence of numerous factors 

affecting selection of repertoire through open-ended survey answers given by respondents. 

These factors included: education and artistic needs of the student; integrity and artistic 

validity of the composition; variety and range of interest for the performer and audience; 

difficulty, instrumentation, and compositional devices employed; need for balance and 

stylistic diversity within the concert program; “timelessness” of the composition; and 

instructional potential. 

Grant (1993) surveyed Missouri high school band directors to determine a rank order 

of the importance of researcher-identified criteria used in selecting repertoire for 

performance. The survey sample consisted of 210 usable surveys from the original mailing to 

523 schools. He claimed that a generally accepted ranking of selection criteria existed. Grant 

organized the ranked criteria into groups, and ranked these groups in descending order: (a) 

musical quality/aesthetic value and related logistical concerns; (b) directors’ attitudes toward 

the composition, including perception of suitability for festival or contest; (c) audience 

appeal, programming factors, style/form/historical significance, and composer/arranger 

factors; (d) exposure to other musical mediums through transcriptions; (e) publisher 

designated grade level and cost; and (f) reputation of the publisher. The present researcher 

finds that though these groups are thoroughly explained, they contain such disparate 

elements as to compromise the strength of the rank list and severely limit their usefulness in 

comparison with other studies. Additionally, the method utilized to determine the groupings 

was not explicated. 

                                                                                                                                                 
included here because of the direct comparison with results of Gaines (1998). 
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Bauer (1996) investigated factors that influence the selection of repertoire by high 

school band directors. In this study, the researcher sent a questionnaire to a random 

selection of 100 Ohio high school band directors, gathering information on techniques used 

by directors to select repertoire and the issues they considered important to this selection 

process. He found that the three most utilized techniques for the selection of repertoire were 

(a) listening to publishers’ promotional recordings, (b) browsing at local music stores, and (c) 

consulting the Ohio state contest list. Consultation of published literature lists rated 9th of 

the ten techniques directors utilized. From the combination of the low rank of published 

literature resources and high rank of state contest list, Bauer concluded that Ohio band 

directors were more motivated by competitions than by selection of compositions of the 

highest quality. 

Bauer found the top four factors considered by directors in making their selections 

were: (a) their band’s ability to execute the technical demands of the composition, (b) their 

band’s ability to execute the musical demands of the composition, (c) ensemble performance 

concepts (such as balance and intonation) that could be taught with the composition, and (d) 

the stylistic concepts (such as phrasing and articulation) that could be taught through the 

composition.  

Bauer did provide some information regarding the place of core band repertoire in 

selection practices. Directors ranked as eighth of 23 factors the goal of choosing repertoire 

that they each considered standard and felt “all students should know” (p. 7). In considering 

this alongside the three most prominent factors, Bauer concluded:  

While it appears that directors do place considerable emphasis on curricular issues 

when selecting music to be studied and performed by their students, it is interesting 

to note that the programming needs of a specific concert rank above the 
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consideration of how a piece fits in the overall curriculum of literature for the school 

year. (p. 8) 

Howard (2001) extended the examination of repertoire selection processes to middle 

school band directors. He surveyed 184 selected middle school band directors identified as 

having at least ten years experience teaching middle school band and having attained a 

consistent record of high ratings at festivals and contests. Howard found that the three most 

frequently utilized resources for repertoire selection by experienced band directors were: (a) 

music publisher materials, (b) live performances such as conferences and festivals, and (c) 

recordings. The three most frequently reported factors affecting repertoire selection were: (a) 

director perception of the quality of the music, (b) technical considerations within each 

work, and (c) the ability and limitations of the ensemble performing the music. Howard’s 

findings nearly mirrored Bauer’s (1996) in the top techniques employed by directors in 

choosing repertoire. However, the more experienced sample of directors consulted by 

Howard did place a higher value on the quality of the music than did Bauer’s respondents.  

In addition to comparing Pennsylvania high school performance frequency to core 

repertoire lists from Gaines (1998), Jones (2005) asked directors in the state of Pennsylvania 

to identify methods they utilized to learn about new pieces. The methods utilized most often 

were, in descending order: (a) publisher catalogs/records, (b) attending conferences and 

concerts, and (c) colleague recommendations. Use of recommended repertoire lists was the 

fourth most often cited method employed by directors; the highest rating given this factor in 

any of the three studies evaluated. The first two factors in Jones were identical to findings in 

Bauer (1996) and Howard (2001). “Examination of state lists,” the third most common 

response in Bauer (1996), was not applicable to the Jones study, as no state list or state 

contest exists in Pennsylvania. 
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State contest lists are now available in many regions and are readily available across 

state lines using electronic, online searches. The home page of J.W. Pepper (one of the 

oldest and largest national sheet music retailers) provides links to nine state required lists: 

California (southern region), Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Missouri, North Carolina, 

Texas, and Wisconsin (“J.W. Pepper & Son, Inc.,” 2008). A Google search using the search 

terms “state band music lists” brings up lists of Florida, Maryland, Michigan, South Carolina, 

and Tennessee within the first ten results (“Google,” 2008). The Oregon state list and its 

relationship to the compositions included in the present study will be further discussed in 

chapter 3. 

 

Studies Examining Specific Bodies of Repertoire 

A study of the lasting impact of works contributed by the CMP is by definition an 

exploration of specific repertoire. Core repertoire studies, though helpful in identifying select 

repertoire that represents a core in terms of either performance frequency or artistic merit, 

are limited in terms of the information they provide related to the impact of specific pieces. 

Examinations of the factors that influence band director repertoire selection processes are 

similarly limited. Such studies do assess the influence of factors that may gain a composition 

more performances, but do not describe precisely the process through which select 

compositions may come to be considered core to the band repertoire.  

As stated in the introduction to this investigation, studies related to particular 

sources of literature (including commissioning projects such as the CMP) provide historical 

lessons that may have implications for the commissioning and development of future 

compositions. Evaluation of related literature revealed no other organizations of historical 

note that commissioned as large a number of works for public school ensembles as the 
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CMP. However, a number of studies explored the impact of notable people, organizations, 

and awards upon the repertoire of the wind band.  

Belser (1994) used historical research methods to explore the contributions of Edwin 

Franko Goldman to the wind repertoire. Goldman, through his affiliations with the 

American Bandmasters Association (ABA) his own Goldman Band (GB), and the League of 

Composers (LOC), commissioned and premiered over a hundred works in the first half of 

the 20th century. Belser reports that: 

Commissioning works of music, though not a new practice in early part of this 

century [20th], was a relatively new idea in regard to band music, directly related to 

Edwin Franko Goldman’s dream of a quality body of literature for concert band. (p. 

50) 

Comparison with the Ostling core repertoire study reveals a number of works now 

considered core repertoire that were commissioned through the efforts of Goldman. A small 

number of works dedicated to Goldman in memoriam (IM) are also included in Belser’s 

findings. Repertoire commissioned by Goldman that appears in the Ostling (1978) list of 

compositions of artistic merit is listed in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Compositions Commissioned by Goldman and Cited in Ostling (1978) 

 
 
Composer commissioned Title of work Commissioning 

Organization 
 

Year of 
Commission 

Creston, Paul 
 

Celebration Overture 
 

ABA 1955 

Giannini, Vittorio Praeludium and Allegro IM 1958 
 

Hanson, Howard 
 

Chorale and Alleluia ABA 1954 

Mennin, Peter Canzona for Band LOC 1951 
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Schoenberg, Arnold Theme and Variations GB  1946 

 
Sowerby, Leo Spring Overture GB 1942 

 
 

A similar resource by Renshaw (1991) details the repertoire contributions of another 

professional wind band, the American Wind Symphony (AWS) and their conductor Robert 

Boudreau. Renshaw’s book details not only the body of works composed for Boudreau’s 

ensemble, but provides descriptions and score excerpts from each composition. The AWS, 

like the Goldman Band, consisted entirely of professional performers.   

Halseth (1987) explored the relationship of the CBDNA to the creation of a 

collegiate wind repertoire. Halseth researched the commissioning history of the CBDNA 

and provided multiple lists of repertoire and premieres associated with that group. He cites a 

number of figures, organizations, and trends that have contributed to the commissioning of 

new works for band, including: the ABA and its Ostwald Composition Award, the wind 

ensemble movement as founded by Frederick Fennell, David Whitwell’s leadership in 

improved understanding of the historical significance of the wind band, the LOC founded 

by Goldman, and the AWS and its conductor Boudreau. He concludes that, based on the 

number of significant works and composers commissioned by CBDNA, this professional 

organization has been crucial to the development of the wind repertoire. Among the 

composers cited were Dahl, Copland, Hanson, and Bassett. Halseth’s (1987) work was cited 

extensively in Hopwood (1998), a study discussed earlier in this chapter. 

 On a related topic, Mahr (1995) and Ripley (1999) have explored the contributions 

of Pulitzer Prize winning composers to the wind band repertoire. Both studies have limited 

application to the current investigation, but demonstrate exploration into a specific set of 

composers that is rarely found in the research literature. Mahr and Reynolds (2000) assert 
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that the Pulitzer Prize for music is the most prestigious award for American composers and 

is, therefore, an important factor to conductors in soliciting quality wind band repertoire 

from noted composers. In cataloguing the compositions of past prize winners, Mahr found 

that 36 of the 45 winning composers (through 1995) had composed at least one work for 

wind bands: their contributions totaled 199 compositions. Mahr defined “wind band” as an 

ensemble comprised of 15 or more wind and percussion performers. Ripley (1999) utilized 

Mahr’s research in exploring the question of frequency of Pulitzer Prize winning composers’ 

contributions to the wind band literature after winning the prize. He found some evidence 

that composers wrote fewer works for the wind band after winning the Pulitzer and 

discovered a distinct trend indicating that prize-winning composers wrote more pieces for 

chamber wind ensembles (defined as pieces requiring five to 14 musicians) than for full 

band. 

Repertoire Studies Based on the CMP 

A thorough review of studies involving the CMP was carried out as part of the 

present study. Searches of the research literature involving the search parameters “CMP,” 

“Contemporary Music Project,” “comprehensive musicianship,” “Young Composers 

Project,” and “Ford Foundation,” revealed a number of studies that were consulted to assess 

their pertinence to the present study. The present researcher determined that the majority of 

these studies centered on the pedagogical aspects of the project rather than the repertoire 

that was created as a result of it and, therefore, had only peripheral relevance to the present 

study. These studies will be cited here for the convenience of future researchers investigating 

the CMP and to provide the reader some point of reference for the amount of extant 

research involving CMP activities. As these studies were determined by the present 

researcher to be only indirectly related to this study, their findings will not be presented. 
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Several studies focused on the concept of comprehensive musicianship and its origins in the 

CMP (Austin, 1998: Bess, 1991; Boyle, 1971; Buccheri, 1990; Kim, 1997; O’Toole, 2003; 

Sindberg, 2007; Steele, 1988; Ward-Steinman, 1987; Willoughby, 1982).  Studies involving 

the CMP that will be examined in greater detail are limited to those focused on repertoire 

composed as a result of CMP activities and studies that examined the activities of CMP in a 

specific state (Bender, 1989; Copeland, 1976; Pugh, 1966; Schallert, 2001; Webb, 1966).  

Webb (1966) sought to determine the success of the CMP (then in its seventh year) 

through surveys completed by composers, teachers, and students involved in the project. 

Though this study focused on the logistical and philosophical bases of the program, Webb’s 

findings did include composer and supervisor survey results pertinent to the current study. 

Webb reported that many composers felt that few public school music teachers were 

properly trained to rehearse and conduct contemporary music. Composers found the 

teacher’s overall knowledge of “serious music” (p. 112) lacking and indicated that better 

training in such music would be necessary to give teachers the skills to better conduct 

contemporary music. Supervisors surveyed were in favor of the project, but believed it 

should benefit more students in the district. They felt the impact of the composers was 

constrained by the focus on writing for a few students or small number of ensembles. Webb 

found that composers generally had higher views of the success of the project than did 

directors and supervisors. He further found that the presence of composers in the schools 

did not have any great influence on the students’ preferences for contemporary music.  

Pugh (1966) analyzed nine specific compositions with the goal of evaluating and 

cataloging the compositional techniques utilized in the works. His findings are primarily 

descriptive of the techniques observed in multiple pieces and did not lend themselves to an 

assessment of compositional quality. Among the compositional techniques observed were 
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formal structure, melody, harmony, and rhythmic structures. Pugh did not provide criteria to 

compare the artistic merit of the works and did not examine the place of these works in the 

repertoire of the wind band. 

Bender (1989) studied three choral works composed by Emma Lou Diemer, Donald 

Jenni, and Richard Lane during their time in the CMP. Bender focused on compositional 

analysis and comparison of the compositional style of specific works. The researcher’s 

compositional analysis focused on specific categories within the musical elements of sound, 

harmony, melody, rhythm, and form.  Bender found Diemer’s compositional style to be the 

most eclectic, Jenni’s the most unconventional and dissonant, and Lane’s the most 

consonant and neo-romantic. Bender asserted that all three composers experienced 

compositional growth towards greater control and integration of individual musical elements 

analyzed. No evaluation of the relationship of the works to the core choral repertoire was 

included. 

Copeland (1976) is the only researcher to evaluate all the activities of the CMP in 

relation to one state. The purposes of her study were to create a chronological history of 

CMP in Florida and to follow-up each Florida program to determine: (a) the extent to which 

objectives were met; (b) the strengths and weaknesses of Florida CMP programs; and (c) 

observable influences the programs had on schools or communities. Copeland’s study 

focused more on the impact of the programs than upon the repertoire created, but her 

findings provide many helpful insights into factors pertinent to the current study.  

Among her conclusions, Copeland (1976) found that the CMP made a significant 

impact in Florida, but primarily through its pedagogical aspects. She found that the ideals of 

the project were perpetuated long after the conclusion of CMP activities. Colleges showed 

the most impact, as many were noted for continuing programs in contemporary 
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musicianship. Evidence revealed that a number of high schools were still using programs 

from two contemporary musicianship derivatives: the Hawaii Music Curriculum Program 

and the Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program. Most weaknesses of the composer-in-

schools projects were attributed to non-musical components: personal traits of composers, 

performance contest pressures that precluded sufficient work on project pieces, negative 

attitudes of some teachers, and the extreme level of performance difficulty inherent in some 

works. 

Copeland (1976) reached no conclusions about the impact of repertoire in relation to 

specific works, but did comment upon the impact of certain composers among the four who 

worked in Florida during the project. She stated that two composers (unspecified initially) 

made a “definite impact on their communities: the most dramatic impact being exposure and 

awareness of contemporary music” (p. 209). She later identified Martin Mailman as one of 

those two composers and reported that his works received many repeat performances and 

media rebroadcasts for years after the project concluded. 

Though she did not report on the impact of the works composed, Copeland (1976) 

found that all four counties involved reported more contemporary music in their curriculum 

after participation than existed before the project. Additionally, findings revealed that 

directors surveyed in this study believed that CMP was the impetus for an increase in the 

amount of suitable published contemporary music. Among her final recommendations was a 

stated need for similar studies to be conducted in other states: a recommendation that is at 

least partially fulfilled by the present investigation.  

Schallert’s (2001) investigation had numerous implications for the present study. 

Schallert’s study is the only one of its kind that explored the question of whether CMP 

compositions joined the wind band core repertoire. In the first stage of his research, 
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Schallert examined seven well-known and respected published band literature references for 

the presence of CMP compositions: Band music guide (1978), Battisti (1995), Corporan and 

Wallace (1984), Dvorak (1986 and 1993), Kreines (1989), and Rehrig (1991-1996), as well as 

the unpublished Gilbert (1993) study and the online resource Prescribed Music List (1999). 

He considered as standard works in the wind band repertory those compositions that were 

listed in three or more of the nine resources. The six compositions so considered are listed 

in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. CMP Compositions Identified by Schallert (2001) as Standard Works 

 
 
Composer 
 

Composition 

Bielawa, Herbert Spectrum 
 

Chance, John Barnes Incantation and Dance 
 

Chance, John Barnes Introduction and Capriccio 
 

Chance, John Barnes Symphony No. 2 
 

Erb, Donald Space Music 
 

Rhodes, Phillip Three Pieces for Band 
 

 

After establishing a number of works that have impacted the core repertoire of the 

wind band, Schallert accessed CMP library records to explain why so few compositions are 

well known by the conducting profession. He drew the following conclusions: (a) many 

compositions were too difficult for the technical aptitude of the players and beyond their 

musical maturity; (b) many of the compositional techniques employed exceeded the 

comprehension and skill of high school band directors; (c) publishing companies were 
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reluctant to publish works by young, unknown composers, resulting in many of the works 

not being commercially published; (d) methods implemented for publishing the works 

through University Microfilms International (UMI) were largely unsuccessful; and (e) not 

every work composed could be considered a masterpiece. 

To conclude his study, Schallert used the evaluation questions established by Ostling 

(1978) to qualitatively evaluate four works that had not been cited as standard works by his 

earlier resource review. Herbert Bielawa, David Tcimpidis, Ramon Zupko, and Donald Jenni 

composed the works chosen for evaluation. The findings from this portion of the study do 

not have implications for the present study beyond noting the use of the Ostling criteria. 

 

A Preliminary Investigation: Survey of Wind Band Repertoire Resource Publications 

Considering the relevance of Schallert (2001) to the current study, the present 

researcher chose to replicate and expand upon Schallert’s examination of published 

repertoire resources as a preliminary investigation. Noting that Schallert’s results did not 

identify any of the Oregon-based CMP composers (OBCC) among the composers of pieces 

identified as standard repertoire, the present researcher expanded the search to nine 

additional resources beyond the nine resources evaluated by Schallert. The following 

paragraphs describe each resource, beginning with the nine resources utilized by Schallert. 

Findings of the quantity of CMP works included in each resource will be provided in the text 

and findings of works composed by OBCC will be presented following the description of all 

of the resources utilized. Because many of the resources are well known to band conductors 

by their titles, this information will be given when appropriate in addition to the citation 

information. 
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As previously stated, Schallert evaluated the following nine resources: Band music 

guide [BMG] (1978), Battisti (1995), Corporan and Wallace (1984), Dvorak (1986 & 1993), 

Kreines (1989), Rehrig (1991-1996), the unpublished Gilbert (1993) study and the online 

resource Prescribed Music List (1999). Rehrig’s (1991-1996) Heritage Encyclopedia of Band Music 

is one of two major resources that attempt to document all editions of music ever published 

for wind band. This monograph lists over 50,000 titles, making it the most comprehensive 

resource available. The Heritage Encyclopedia makes no value judgments about works, nor does 

it require any measurement of merit for inclusion. Considering that this text aspires to 

present a complete listing of band works, omissions were deemed more noteworthy than 

inclusion. Schallert (2001) found that only 62 of the 174 compositions completed during the 

composer in schools portion of CMP are mentioned in the 9th edition. He also noted that 

26 of the 90 composers who participated in CMP and created works for band are not 

mentioned at all, a number constituting 29% of such composers. The present researcher 

noted that citations of works by Kroeger erroneously list him as the composer-in-residence 

at the University of Oregon – clearly a misrepresentation of his CMP time in Eugene. The 

other comprehensive resource, the Band Music Guide (BMG) (1978) is published by The 

Instrumentalist magazine and includes twenty-three works by sixteen CMP composers. Like 

the Heritage Encyclopedia, the BMG makes no value judgments of works and lists over 16,000 

titles. The BMG refers to itself as an “alphabetical listing of titles and composers of all band 

music” (title page)5. 

Several publications exist that recommend works to wind band conductors based on 

the opinion of the author(s) or editor(s). One such source, Music for Concert Band: A Selective 

Annotated Guide to Band Literature, edited by Kreines (1989), describes Kroeger’s Divertimento 

                                                 
5 The title page is unnumbered. 
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for Band as “an interesting and well-crafted work in five contrasting movements unified by a 

4-note motive, with very effective variety of scoring and texture” (p. 47). Two other such 

resources also cite CMP compositions: Best Music for High School Bands (Dvorak, 1993) which 

lists five CMP compositions, and Best Music for Young Band (Dvorak, 1986) which lists one. 

Wind Ensemble/Band Repertoire (Corporan & Wallace, 1984) does not attempt to limit its 

inclusions to works perceived by the editors as appropriate for younger bands in the manner 

of Dvorak (1986; 1993) and includes many more titles. This resource listed 21 compositions 

by 14 CMP composers and constitutes an update from the similarly titled resource by 

Reynolds, Corporan, McMurray, DeRusha, and Grechesky (1975).  

Battisti (1995) focused on the history of the wind ensemble, primarily by detailing 

the development of its repertoire. Schallert (2001) included this resource on the basis of the 

numerous repertoire lists contained. Battisti (1995) mentions 12 composers from the CMP, 

but none that worked in Oregon. Battisti has long been a major advocate for the historical 

importance of the CMP and lauds its value to the repertoire of the wind band in numerous 

publications (1989, 1995, 2002a, 2002b). 

Schallert (2001) noted that the final two resources were unpublished but influential 

in aiding conductors in the process of identifying repertoire. Gilbert’s (1993) replication of 

the Ostling (1978) survey of college wind conductors includes 15 CMP compositions among 

the 1,261 compositions identified for evaluation in the study. The Prescribed Music List 

(2009) is the Texas band competition required repertoire list. Rhea (1999) and Slagley (1992) 

joined Schallert in citing it as one of the most influential of state contest lists and each 

utilized it as a primary repertoire resource in their research. Schallert examined the 1999-

2002 edition and found five CMP works included. The present researcher consulted the list 
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in use for years 2007-2010 through the Texas University Scholastic League website 

(“Prescribed music list,” 2009), the results of which will be presented below. 

The present researcher first evaluated the nine resources cited by Schallert in order 

to confirm previous findings. One resource that has now become more influential than at 

the time of the Schallert (2001) study – Teaching Music Through Performance (TMTP) (Miles, 

1997) – was added to the list of resources that recommend works to conductors based on 

the opinions of expert conductors. TMTP utilizes multiple experienced wind band 

conductors to serve on an editorial board and select pieces at different graded difficulty 

levels for description, analysis, and pedagogical information. This resource provides vastly 

more information on each work than any other literature resource available commercially. 

Additionally, recordings of all works at the “medium” to “medium-advanced” difficulty 

levels are available for purchase to supplement the text. According to Corey Cullen of 

Shattinger Music, this resource is the top seller of wind band literature resources, and 

consisted of six volumes at the time of evaluation (personal correspondence, March 20, 

2007). Perusal by the present researcher revealed that only four CMP composers are 

included in the six volumes currently published, only one of whom (John Barnes Chance) is 

identified in association to a work composed during his/her CMP duties (Incantation and 

Dance).  

The present researcher also extended the examination to eight additional resources 

that aim to aid the conductor in selecting chamber music. As no comparison was possible, 

only citations of works of the OBCC were tallied. The present researcher noted no citations 

of works of Kurtz in any of the resources evaluated by Schallert and sought information on 

the impact of two works selected by James Kurtz for inclusion in the CMP Library: Diversions 

for Brass Quintet and Two Studies for Flute, Clarinet, and Bassoon. Karl Kroeger also composed 
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three wind chamber works during his time in Eugene: Canzona II for Brass Sextet, The Firebugs 

Overture and Incidental Music, and Two Pieces for Clarinet Choir. Also of interest was whether 

works composed by these three composers after their CMP time came to be recognized in 

chamber music resource guides, thus raising their profile as composers to a population 

beyond wind band conductors.  

Cohn (1997) edited a four-volume set intended to serve as a comprehensive resource 

for all chamber music. Cohn provides essays containing instrumentation and background 

information for most works included. Judging by dates of composition and comparison with 

CMP Library records (Lawrence, 1969), none of the three works composed by OBCC cited 

in Cohn were composed as part of CMP activities. Gillaspie, Stoneham, and Clark (1998) 

provide a reference source containing over 13,000 works limited to groups of winds between 

five and 18 players. A similar resource edited by Scott (1993) lists compositions between 

nine and 15 players. Winther’s (2004) resource is the most recently published source for 

chamber music conductors and limits citations to works utilizing eight to 15 players. This 

resource provides some editorial content as well, including a list of the 100 most important 

wind chamber works according to the author.  

Three resource books for woodwind music were investigated (Peters, 1991, 1997; 

Voxman and Merriman, 1973). A search for brass repertoire guides revealed only one major 

resource widely used by brass quintet performers and other brass ensembles. This resource, 

the Brass Players Guide (1994) is now available online and includes six compositions by 

Kroeger and Widdoes, the largest number of compositions found in any of the resources 

reviewed.  
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Conclusions from Examination of Repertoire Resources 

After examining 18 resources, the present researcher found 24 citations of works 

composed by the OBCC: 22 compositions by Kroeger, 2 by Widdoes, and zero by Kurtz. 

The specific findings are represented in Tables 4 and 5 below. 
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Table 4. Citations of Compositions by Kroeger in Published Repertoire Sources 

 
 
Composition Cited CMP work Resource Citation 

 
Canzona for Brass Sextet No Brass players’ guide (1994) 

Canzona II for Brass Sextet Yes Brass players’ guide (1994) 

Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Band No Rehrig (1991-1996) 

Declaration for Trumpet and Band Yes Band music guide (1978) 

  Brass players’ guide (1994) 

  Corporan and Wallace (1984) 

  Rehrig (1991-1996) 

Divertimento for Band Yes Band music guide (1978) 

  Corporan and Wallace (1984) 

  Kreines (1989) 

  Rehrig (1991-1996) 

Firebugs Overture and Incidental Music Yes Scott (1993) 

Five Short Pieces for Woodwind Quintet No Peters (1971) 

Partita for Brass Quintet No Brass players’ guide (1994) 

  Cohn (1997) 

Sonata Breve No Brass players’ guide (1994) 

  Cohn (1997) 

Suite for eight winds No Gillaspie (1998) 

  Reynolds (1975) 

Variations on a Hymn of William Billings Yes Band music guide (1978) 

  Corporan and Wallace (1984) 

  Rehrig (1991-1996) 
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Table 5. Citations of Compositions by Widdoes in Published Repertoire Sources 

 
 
Composition Cited CMP work Resource Citation 

 
Concertino for 10 brass players No Brass players’ guide (1994) 

Sonatina for Flute and Piano No Cohn (1997) 

 

Schallert (2001) identified as standard repertoire those works that were cited in three 

or more resources. The present researcher maintained this criteria and determined that three 

compositions by Karl Kroeger: Declaration for Trumpet and Band, Divertimento for Band, and 

Variations on a Hymn of William Billings, met the criteria for consideration as standard 

repertoire. Noting that Schallert had evaluated four of the five resources6 citing these three 

pieces the present researcher is unclear why the compositions were not identified as standard 

repertoire in the earlier study. This may indicate that that the list of CMP works examined by 

Schallert was incomplete, which seems likely considering errors noted in CMP records by the 

present researcher. The complete list of CMP works cited by Schallert was obtained from 

records in Reed (1983). This source does include Divertimento for Band, but lists Declaration for 

Trumpet and Band simply as Declaration, and omits Variations on a Hymn of William Billings 

entirely. Examination of the score for Variations confirmed through both the date and 

commissioning ensemble, that it was indeed composed during Kroeger’s CMP tenure, a fact 

confirmed by the composer (personal correspondence, June 27, 2009). The mislabeling of 

Declaration for Trumpet and Band seems likely to have caused problems in searching for its 

presence in the resources. Volume 1 of the CMP Library catalog (Lawrence, 1969) lists the 

                                                 
6 The Brass player’s guide (1994) was the only of the five resources not originally utilized by 
Schallert (2001). 
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piece incorrectly as Declaration for Solo Trombone and Band. The composer confirmed that this 

listing was erroneous and that the piece had never been arranged for a solo instrument other 

than trumpet (personal correspondence, June 27, 2009). Considering that this composition 

was listed under three distinct titles, it is unsurprising that it was mistakenly omitted from 

Schallert’s findings of standard repertoire.  

The implications of identifying these three compositions as standard repertoire are 

unclear. All three works were published professionally and likely distributed through 

traditional outlets for published music. The present researcher interpreted these findings as 

evidence that these three compositions were probably available to high school directors in 

Oregon within a few years of their publication. The question of whether they were 

purchased and performed will be examined in succeeding chapters.  

The implications of the large band works (one work each) of Kurtz and Widdoes are 

clearer. Though they were both published through the CMP Library (Reed, 1983), neither of 

the works received mention even in comprehensive repertoire resources (BMG, 1978; Rehrig 

(1991-1996) that purport to record all compositions for band. Based on this lack of citation 

in published resources, the present researcher believes it highly unlikely that either of the 

compositions would have been noticed or purchased by any director outside of the 

community in which it was composed. Examination through the methods detailed in chapter 

3 may confirm this and further illuminate whether the compositions were disseminated 

within the community in which the pieces were composed. 

The present researcher recognizes that the commercial purpose of published 

repertoire resources creates inherent biases. Acknowledging this fact, data from these 

resources was considered useful because of their influence on high school wind band 

directors. Bauer (1996) listed these resources among the top 10 factors influencing director 
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repertoire selections, and Jones (2005) found them to be the fourth most prominent factor. 

Bauer (1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005) each found that publisher promotional 

materials were the top factor influencing the repertoire selections of directors, providing 

evidence that resources that may be the most biased exert some of the most profound 

influence on repertoire choices.  The appropriateness of the influence of these resources 

may be questioned, but the fact that they do impact conductor repertoire choices is clear. 

 

Summary of Related Literature Findings 

The desire to identify a core repertoire for the wind band has attracted the attention 

of numerous wind band conductors and researchers. Influential wind band conductors, 

interested in both developing and codifying a body of musical literature to serve as a musical 

framework for the wind band genre, have urged colleagues to consider the establishment of 

an agreed upon core repertoire (Fennell, 1954; Whitwell, 1965). They have articulated the 

need to have an identified wind band core repertoire to serve as a unifying body of literature 

equivalent to that which exists for orchestral ensembles.   

The primary method for identifying such a core repertoire has been surveys of 

college wind band conductors. Holvik (1970), Hornyak (1982/85), Fiese (1987), and Woike 

(1990) utilized surveys examining frequency of performance to identify works that could 

then be considered core band repertoire by college band conductors. Hopwood (1998) also 

examined CBDNA conference programs to identify works most frequently performed by 

ensembles selected by audition to appear at CBDNA conferences. Kish (2003) replicated 

Holvik’s (1970) study and identified 170 works as core repertoire; 53 of these compositions 

appeared in Holvik’s findings. Kish noted an increase in the percentage of original works for 

band that comprised the list: 84% of the core repertoire he identified were compositions 
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written originally for band as compared to 53% of the works identified by Holvik. Berry 

(1973), Slagley (1992), and Menghini (1997) used performance frequency as the basis for 

establishing a core repertoire for the high school band. 

The second most common method used to identify core repertoire were studies 

using criteria to examine compositional quality of works. Ostling (1978) developed criteria 

used to evaluate the “artistic merit” of 1,481 compositions through evaluation by 20 expert 

conductors. While Ostling’s evaluation identified 314 “meritorious” compositions, 

replication by Gilbert (1993) identified only 191 compositions of “serious artistic merit.” 

This smaller set of results included works composed after the Ostling (1978) study and 

excluded 152 compositions deemed meritorious in the previous study. Gilbert deemed 

comparison of the two studies beyond the scope of the replication, but later reviewers such 

as Hopwood (1998) noted a similarity in results, while Jones (2005) urged further replication 

on a ten-year basis to validate the results. 

Hughes (1990) and Gaines (1998) utilized survey responses from high school band 

directors to determine what works qualified consideration as core repertoire for the high 

school band. Rhea (1999) replicated much of the Ostling (1978) method to assess merit in 

compositions present on the Texas required literature list.  

In comparing the merits of different methods employed in core repertoire studies, 

Kish (2003) and Woike (1990) noted limitations of performance frequency studies. Kish 

(2003) posited that popularity of works as indicated by frequency of performances “should 

not be confused with quality” (p. 10). While agreeing with the previous statement, the 

present researcher also finds common ground with Hopwood (1998), concurring that 

frequency does accurately indicate what repertoire is impacting the wind band medium 

through performance, regardless of whether it should be. The present researcher believes that 
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frequency studies and artistic quality studies will likely result in different findings for the 

simple reason that works of the highest quality are often of a difficulty level that makes 

performance impossible for many ensembles outside of the most technically accomplished. 

Further examination of this distinction was beyond the scope of the present study, but will 

be included in recommendations for future research. 

Studies by Bauer (1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005) examined factors 

influencing high school band directors in their selections of repertoire. All three studies 

found that publisher promotional materials and recordings were the most commonly used 

factors influencing directors as they are informed about new repertoire. Findings regarding 

repertoire selection factors showed that directors ranked the needs and limitations of their 

own ensembles at a consistently higher level than the quality of the works or their concern 

for choosing standard repertoire. Consideration of published repertoire resources or core 

repertoire research findings also ranked relatively low in lists of factors influencing repertoire 

decisions of high school band directors. Bauer (1996) concluded that these results showed a 

preponderance of short-term planning in high school repertoire programming and noted a 

lack of planning based on consideration of core repertoire or long-term curricular planning. 

Woike (1990) surveyed a sample population of college band conductors to discover 

factors influencing their respective repertoire choices. His findings indicate that college 

directors rated the curricular goals and the artistic validity of the composition more highly 

than their high school counterparts in making repertoire decisions. Woike also found that 

college conductors ranked the importance of a composition’s technical challenges lower than 

did high school directors and did not consider repertoire needs for contests and festivals at 

all.  
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Numerous leading wind band conductors have continued to urge their peers to 

solicit new literature from the most established composers in an attempt to raise the artistic 

quality of the wind band repertoire (Battisti, 1989; Fennell, 1954; Whitwell, 1965). Notable 

ensembles such as the Goldman Band (Belser, 1994) and the American Wind Symphony 

(Renshaw, 1991) have commissioned numerous works intended to contribute to a growing 

body of high quality literature for the wind band. Halseth (1987) and Hopwood (1998) 

investigated contributions of the College Band Directors National Association in its role in 

both commissioning and promoting new works for the wind band.  Findings noted the 

inclusion of a number of compositions originating from the above sources among the core 

repertoire findings of Ostling (1978). 

Schallert (2001) sought evidence that compositions arising from the activities of the 

CMP had joined the core wind band repertoire by identifying the presence of CMP-

composed works in nine published band literature references. Following the review of 

related literature, the present researcher replicated and expanded upon this examination to 

determine the number of citations of works composed by the OBCC in published repertoire 

resources. Three compositions by Karl Kroeger met Schallert’s criteria for consideration as 

standard works for band. No band works of either James Kurtz or Lawrence Widdoes were 

identified in any of the 18 resources examined.  

Following review of related literature the present researcher noted a number of gaps 

in studies pertaining to core repertoire. Though many studies examine all available band 

literature in order to identify a core repertoire, no studies beyond Schallert (2001) have 

addressed the topic of core repertoire by determining the direct impact of a small number of 

specific compositions. No study has undertaken such an examination within a specific 

region, and no study has examined the repertoire composed through the efforts of the CMP 
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in such a focused manner. Such an investigation could provide valuable information to 

organizations and individuals attempting to commission or compose works that would 

succeed in making a lasting impact on the repertoire of the wind band.  
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Chapter III – Methods 

 

Design 

The historical nature of the Contemporary Music Project (CMP) combined with the 

large scope of the research questions necessitated a broad approach to data collection. In 

order to fully address the research objectives, the researcher sought data from as many 

sources and perspectives as possible.  As enumerated in chapter 1, the specific research 

questions for the present study are as follows: 

1. Did the music written by Oregon-based CMP composers have a lasting 

effect on band music in the state as determined by becoming part of the 

“core repertoire” of Oregon high school band music?  

2. What were the challenges the CMP faced in creating music that would make 

a lasting impact? 

In the context of the present research study it is important to operationally define 

the term “lasting impact,” given that it is a stated outcome associated with one of the 

research questions. For the present study, “impact” is defined as compositions that have 

become part of the core repertoire of the particular region in question (Oregon), as 

represented by their presence in high school band libraries, their performance at regional 

conferences, or their inclusion on required repertoire lists and published repertoire 

resources. “Lasting” will be defined as dating from the time of the CMP to the period when 

data were collected for the current investigation. 

The nature of the research questions indicated a need for both quantitative and 

qualitative data. Therefore, the researcher employed multiple approaches to data collection, 

including: 
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a) examination of published repertoire resources;  

b) examination of the Oregon State required literature list; 

c) examination of Oregon state and northwest region conference programs; 

d) email surveys completed by high school band conductors in Oregon that 

included evidence of OBCC familiarity and repertoire in school library 

holdings; 

f) expert score evaluation; and 

g) composer interviews. 

The disparate sets of raw, comparative, and qualitative data led to selection of a 

mixed methods design for the study in which quantitative data were used to address 

Research Question #1 and both quantitative and qualitative data were used to address 

Research Question #2. In general, though the primary focus of the investigation was on the 

collection of quantitative data derived from surveys and evaluation forms, qualitative data 

obtained by means of surveys and composer interviews were gathered for the express intent 

of providing additional meaning and clarity. Thus, the explanatory mixed methods model 

was chosen as most appropriate for the study (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). Related data 

were gathered and will be presented and interpreted concurrently in the study, with primary 

weight given to the quantitative data. Discussions of both data types will be merged in both 

presentation and analysis. The qualitative data provided depth, added perspective, and 

revealed the benefits of primary source information primarily through composer interviews.  

Eight compositions for band by Oregon-based CMP composers (OBCC) – namely, 

Kroeger, Kurtz, and Widdoes – served as musical artifacts for use in the present study. Table 

6 provides the complete list of these composition titles by composer. 
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Table 6. Band Compositions by OBCC during CMP 

Composer City Title 

Karl Kroeger Eugene, OR Ballad for Clarinet and Band 

  Concertino for Oboe and Band 

  Declaration for Trumpet and Band 

  Divertimento for Band 

  Prologue and Dance 

  Variations on a Hymn by William Billings 

James Kurtz Portland, OR Episode for Band 

Lawrence Widdoes Salem, OR Sonatina for Band 

 

As explicated in chapter 1, Oregon was selected for the number of CMP composers 

serving in the state, the presence of a state repertoire list, and accessibility of its high school 

directors to the researcher. The present researcher sought evidence of lasting impact of the 

CMP compositions created by the OBCC by gathering raw data that provided evidence for 

the presence of the three composers’ works in the music programs of Oregon public 

schools. The three sources of these data were (a) presence of compositions on Oregon Band 

Directors Association (OBDA) Required Concert Band Literature lists, (b) written records 

of performances of the compositions at state and regional conferences, and (c) presence of 

compositions in high school band libraries in Oregon. As shown in chapter 2, evidence of 

performance frequency is the most common measurement tool utilized to provide evidence 

of compositions comprising or belonging to a perceived core repertoire. Given that 

performance records of individual high school bands were unattainable, the present 
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researcher determined measurements of the three sources of data listed above to be the most 

valid measures of the lasting impact of the compositions of the OBCC.  

Published Repertoire Resources 

As described in the previous chapter, a preliminary study replicated and expanded 

upon the method of data collection employed by Schallert (2001), examining 18 repertoire 

resources for the presence of band and chamber works composed by the OBCC. Findings 

can be examined in Tables 4 and 5 in chapter 2  (see pp. 62 and 57). Resources examined 

were located in the current researcher’s personal collection and in university libraries. 

Because of the inherent biases of published resources, these data were considered a 

preliminary study establishing a foundation for the present study. The methods of that 

investigation are detailed in chapter 2 (see p. 56) along with discussion of the findings and 

their relative importance to the present study.  

Oregon Band Directors Association Required Literature List 

Since 1984, Oregon State has held a statewide competition for high school bands, 

orchestras, and choirs. High school bands participating in the competition are required to 

select one composition for their concert program from a list of required works, entitled the 

Required Contest Literature List. This annually revised list, when examined in its cumulative 

form, provides a list of compositions that constitutes a reliable measure of pieces considered 

part of the core repertoire by the high school educators in the state. OBDA officers and 

contest officials maintain this required repertoire list. 

To determine whether any wind band works of Kurtz, Widdoes, and Kroeger were 

included on the OBDA Required Concert Band Literature List, David Becker, Director of 

Bands at Lewis and Clark College in Portland, was contacted.  Mr. Becker, who also serves 
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as Oregon Music Educators Association (OMEA) Historian and OBDA contest official, has 

maintained the list of required works every year since its inception in 1984.  

Oregon State and Regional Conference Programs 

The researcher sought evidence for the presence of any wind band works of Kurtz, 

Widdoes, and Kroeger at both OMEA state conferences and MENC Northwest regional 

conferences (commonly referred to as the All-Northwest Conference) by personally 

reviewing all conference programs dating from the inception of the CMP program in 1959 

up to the period in which data were collected. According to past researchers (Gaines, 1998; 

Hopwood, 1998) performance records are a strong indicator of the impact of compositions, 

and these conference performances may be considered the most high profile of such events 

at a statewide and regional level, thus adding to the validity of the data collection process.  

As OMEA does not maintain any archived collections in any of their self-controlled 

offices, locating conference programs proved challenging. At the urging of David Becker, 

the current researcher consulted John McManus, former OMEA Historian and active CMP 

advocate during his career, in order to access his personal archives. Correspondence with 

McManus revealed that storage of his personal archives of Oregon state music education 

history is now held in the Special Collections Archives at the University of Oregon. Archivist 

Heather Briston was contacted in order to gain access to the archives pertaining to both 

CMP activities and to state conference programs; then the programs were examined by the 

researcher in the University of Oregon Special Collections Archives. All state and regional 

conference performances of compositions of the OBCC were documented and will be 

presented as part of the research analysis in chapter 4. Performances of wind band 

compositions of other CMP composers were also noted and considered to be supplementary 

evidence related to the impact of the CMP. 
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The McManus archives contained all programs from 1959 to 1988 with the following 

exceptions:  the 1963 MENC Northwest Division Conference, the 1984 OMEA 

Conference, and the 1988 OMEA Conference.  In 2005, records maintained by Becker at 

Lewis and Clark College were consulted by the present researcher in an attempt to locate the 

missing programs, as well as for OMEA programs dated 1988 to the time of data collection 

and the MENC Northwest Division Conference programs dating from 1993. All records 

excepting the 1963 and 1997 MENC conferences were located in Becker’s records and 

examined in the manner of the other programs.  

Survey of Oregon High School Band Library Holdings 

As discussed in chapter 2, records of performance frequency are the most common 

and readily quantifiable metric for assessing the impact of specific repertoire in a state. For 

this reason, the present researcher sought a method to assess the performance frequency of 

works composed by the OBCC by Oregon state high school bands. Consultation with a 

small pool of experienced Oregon high school band conductors7 indicated that records of 

such performances were unlikely to have been kept by a significant number of schools, 

necessitating a different method of data collection. Despite this obstacle to data collection, 

the researcher considered this set of data key to the study and sought a new method of 

assessing this impact. Considering that the majority of high school bands program literature 

predominantly from their own library holdings, the present researcher chose to survey all 

Oregon high schools to ascertain holdings of compositions by the OBCC in current high 

school band libraries as an alternative method of gathering performance data.  

                                                 
7 Consultations included two educators from participating schools in which Oregon CMP 
works were composed. An assumption was made by the current researcher that the lack of 
concert program records in schools for which the works had been composed would suggest 
a similar absence in records of other non-participating schools that would have had far less 
incentive to keep such programs. 
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The researcher utilized the OMEA directory to create a worksheet containing the 

names, schools, and e-mail addresses of all OMEA teachers who indicated both “High 

School” and “Band” on their membership profiles. This resulted in a target population of 

169 teachers. The researcher developed the High School OBCC Survey for e-mail 

distribution, including (a) quantitative items related to library holdings and performance 

records and (b) open-ended follow-up questions designed to assess conductor familiarity 

with the CMP and the three selected Oregon composers. The survey contained the following 

five items: 

1. Does your band library contain any works of the following composers – 

James Kurtz, Lawrence Widdoes, or Karl Kroeger? 

2. If so, please list the titles your library contains and provide any information 

you might have regarding past performances of the works.  

3. Please rate your familiarity with the Contemporary Music Project (1959-

1974)  

4. Please rate your familiarity with the pedagogical concept of comprehensive 

musicianship  

5. Please rate your familiarity with the three following composers: James Kurtz, 

composer-in-residence, Portland schools (1959-1960); Lawrence 

Widdoes, composer-in-residence, Salem schools (1961-1962); and 

Karl Kroeger, composer-in-residence, Eugene schools (1964-1967)  

The response options for item 1 were “yes” or “no.” The response options for items 3, 4, 

and 5 were “1 – no familiarity,” “2 – vague familiarity,” and “3 – quite familiar.” (The full 

text of the survey may be viewed in Appendix A: High School Survey – OBCC.) 
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The researcher sent the survey to all recipients in individual e-mails on August 14, 

2006. A follow-up query again including the survey was e-mailed to non-respondents on two 

more occasions (October 16, 2007 and January 8, 2007) in an attempt to raise the response 

rate; only the salutation was changed in these follow-up messages to reflect the time of year 

of the mailing. When a small number of high school band directors corresponded that their 

school’s library was not organized based on composers’ last names, the survey was sent a 

fourth time with the first survey question altered to show the CMP compositions listed 

alphabetically by title. This slightly altered survey was sent to all non-respondents on January 

14, 2007. In retrospect, providing a list of composers and compositions in both orders 

(composer-title and title-composer) may have yielded a higher response rate. Approximately 

50% of directors provided usable survey responses; details regarding the response rate will 

be included in Chapter 4. 

 In keeping with the explanatory mixed methods design of the present investigation, 

the quantitative data collected from Oregon High School directors were considered primary 

evidence of long-term impact in Oregon schools. Director responses to the qualitative 

questions grouped as “familiarity” questions were utilized to expand upon the library holding 

data collected (for full text of the survey questions, see Appendix A: High School Survey – 

OBCC Holdings and Familiarity – OBCC). Some directors provided open-ended responses 

to item #2; these data were included with other qualitative data including composer 

interviews and subjected to qualitative data analysis at a later point in the data analysis 

process.  

Comparison Set: Core Repertoire Survey 

After completion of the high school CMP and OBCC survey data set, the researcher 

determined that the value of this data set was limited without a comparison to established 
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core repertoire. To collect a comparative data set of high school band library holdings of 

core repertoire, a small sample of core repertoire compositions was established and sent as a 

follow-up survey (entitled the High School Core Repertoire Survey) to all respondents from 

the High School OBCC Survey.  

To select a suitable sample of core repertoire, the researcher compiled a list of 27 

composition titles by cross-checking their inclusion in the OSAA required music list 

(including every year of the list’s existence) with three resources evaluated in chapter 2 as 

part of the published repertoire resource examination: Miles (1997), Dvorak (1993), and 

Corporan & Wallace (1984). The researcher established a clear and objective set of criteria 

upon which to base inclusion on this list of core OSAA repertoire.  In order to be included, 

a composition would have to appear on both the OSAA list and two of the three other 

resources. The present researcher selected compositions considered to represent differing 

levels of popularity in the hope of identifying three works that would be viewed by expert 

evaluators as having varying likelihoods of being present in high school band libraries. 

Following the selection of the original list of 27 titles, three highly qualified college 

wind ensemble conductors from outside the state of Oregon were selected as expert core 

repertoire evaluators.  In order to establish an objective and reliable list of compositions of 

varying levels of popularity, the researcher consulted these three experts via phone and e-

mail and asked them to predict the percentage of high school band libraries in a single state 

that would be likely to own each composition. Following receipt of responses from the three 

evaluators, the scores were tabulated and averaged; results are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Evaluator Predictions of High School Core Repertoire Library Holdings 

Composer Title Evaluators M 
 
SD 

  #1 #2 #3  5.77 
Arnold/Paynter Prelude, Siciliano and Rondo 80 70 80 5.77 13.23 
Bennett Suite of Old American Dances 90 70 65 13.23 11.54 
Bukvich  Sym. #1, In Memoriam Dresden 50 30 30 11.55 5.77 
Dello Joio Scenes from the Louvre 80 70 80 5.77 22.91 
Grainger Children's March 85 40 70 22.91 5.00 
Grainger Lincolnshire Posy 85 80 90 5.00 5.00 
Grainger Ye Banks & Braes 75 80 85 5.00 5.00 
Hanson Chorale and Alleluia 75 85 80 5.00 18.03 
Hindemith Symphony in Bb 50 25 60 18.03 5.77 
Holsinger On a Hymnsong of Phillip Bliss 85 85 95 5.77 7.64 
Holst First Suite in Eb 100 85 95 7.64 10.00 
Husa Music for Prague 1968 40 30 50 10.00 12.58 
Latham Court Festival 60 50 75 12.58 13.23 
McBeth Chant and Jubilo 80 60 85 13.23 7.64 
McBeth Kaddish 70 60 55 7.64 15.28 
McBeth Masque 80 60 50 15.28 5.00 
Mennin Canzona 60 65 70 5.00 13.23 
Milhaud Suite Francaise 75 50 55 13.23 17.32 
Nelson Courtly Airs 70 40 70 17.32 11.55 
Paulson Epinicion 60 40 60 11.55 0.00 
Persichetti Divertimento 60 60 60 0.00 5.00 
Persichetti Pageant 70 60 65 5.00 7.64 
Persichetti Sym. #6 65 50 60 7.64 15.28 
Schuman Chester 80 60 90 15.28 12.58 
Vaughan Williams English Folk Song Suite 95 70 85 12.58 11.55 
Vaughan Williams Sea Songs 90 70 70 11.55 15.28 
Wagner Elsa's 95 75 65 15.28 15.28 
Wagner Huldigungsmarsch 30 10 40 15.28 26.46 
Wagner Trauermusik (Trauersinfonie) 60 10 50 26.46 7.64 
Zdechlik Chorale and Shaker Dance 75 70 85 7.64 5.77 
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Based upon the averaged evaluator responses, the researcher selected three 

compositions representing works of different predicted likelihoods of ownership. The three 

compositions selected for the high school survey were: 

First Suite in Eb by Gustav Holst (predicted at 93%) 

Children’s March by Percy Grainger (predicted at 65%) 

Trauermusik (or Trauersinfonie8) by Richard Wagner (predicted at 40%) 

The three compositions at the levels of predicted scoring were selected in order to 

create a group of works that the expert predictors considered “very likely” to be owned, 

“likely” to be owned, and “somewhat unlikely” to be owned. The researcher chose these 

categories to provide a range of scores among core repertoire selections rather than simply 

selecting the three works with the highest predicted values. The three selected works had a 

predicted point spread of 53 percentage points (40% to 93%). The spread between the mean 

predicted values for the three selected compositions were nearly equal: a 25-point spread 

between the Wagner and Grainger compositions and a 28-point spread between the 

Grainger and Holst compositions. The researcher chose Wagner’s Trauermusik over Husa’s 

Music for Prague because of the appearance of Wagner’s composition in all three published 

resources and the researcher’s intuition that Richard Wagner would be the more recognized 

composer by high school directors. All three compositions met the researcher’s intent for 

inclusion of easily recognized composers and compositions, both considered advantageous 

to a prompt and high response rate. 

Following the selection of the three core repertoire compositions, each high school 

director who had responded to the High School OBCC Survey was again contacted via 

                                                 
8 The composition by Wagner is known alternately by either of the titles listed. The titles 
were included exactly as shown above in the e-mail survey (Appendix B). 
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individual e-mail. Directors were thanked for their earlier participation, informed of the 

reason for the follow-up contact, and asked to respond via e-mail by typing “Yes” or “No” 

next to each composer and title (the core repertoire survey may be viewed in Appendix B: 

High School survey – Core Repertoire). 

 

Expert Score Evaluation 

Though the High School OBCC and Core Repertoire Surveys provided useful 

information addressing Research Question #1, the researcher deemed them inadequate to 

assess the challenges the CMP faced in meeting its goal of impacting school music repertoire 

(Research Question #2). To better address the second research question and to provide 

further evidence for the purpose of answering the first, the researcher undertook two 

additional data collection procedures: expert score evaluation and composer interviews. For 

score evaluation, the Musical Score Evaluator Response Form was designed to collect 

quantitative data supplemented by open-ended responses that followed each question, 

providing qualitative data. The researcher preferred this design because of the value of 

combining comparative data and detailed open-ended responses from the expert evaluators. 

Of the numerous challenges the CMP faced, the first to be considered were qualities 

of the compositions themselves. One of the CMP’s missions was to identify and promote 

young, unproven composers by providing early professional composing opportunities 

(“Contemporary music for schools,” 1966). Given the relative inexperience of the composers 

at the time of their CMP work, the current researcher deemed the question of compositional 

quality important to gaining reliable and valid answers to the research questions posed. The 

researcher collected quantitative data by soliciting expert score evaluators to study and rate 

the quality of one representative work by each composer. In the case of Kurtz and Widdoes, 
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only one full wind band composition was extant from their CMP experiences and, therefore, 

these were selected for evaluation. Karl Kroeger composed numerous works for wind band 

during his time in Eugene and was consulted directly via e-mail to solicit his opinion 

concerning the most evaluation-worthy composition from his CMP output. He 

recommended his Divertimento for Band, his most often cited piece in published repertoire 

resources. The score selection process thus yielded the following group of scores for expert 

evaluation: 

James Kurtz – Episode for Band 

Lawrence Widdoes – Sonatina for Band 

Karl Kroeger – Divertimento for Band 

Following selection of the compositions to be evaluated, the present researcher 

created the Musical Score Evaluator Response Form as a data collection tool. Of the ten 

items on the Musical Score Evaluator Response Form, the first four were focused upon the 

quality of each composition whereas the last six were directed more specifically toward 

issues that might impact the decision-making of future conductors in selecting the works for 

performance. These ten evaluation items were each accompanied by an open dialog box 

enabling each musical score evaluator to elaborate upon each rating provided. The use of 

qualitative responses to augment and clarify the quantitative responses served to increase the 

validity of the Response Form. 

The next step in the process was the selection of a new group of evaluators to assess 

the selected musical scores. In keeping with the single state focus of the rest of the study, the 

researcher solicited three highly qualified wind band conductors representing Oregon 

colleges and universities for their participation. The selected score evaluators represented 

three geographical areas of Oregon state (north, central, and south) and three diverse 
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university types: a small liberal arts college, a large state university, and a regional state 

university. Evaluators were sent the three musical scores, three response forms, and a page 

of instructions detailing processes for score evaluation, rating, and comments.  The complete 

instructions and response forms are located in Appendix C: OBCC Musical Score Evaluator 

Instructions and Appendix D: OBCC Musical Score Evaluator Response Form. The 

selection of three musical score evaluators from different geographical regions and types of 

universities had mixed implications upon the validity of the evaluation tool. The differing 

spectrum of experience and perspective of the three evaluators slightly compromised the 

validity of the tool in terms of the consistency of how each evaluator may have answered. 

However, this same diversity of backgrounds increased the value of the evaluation tool in 

terms of the ability to generalize the results to the larger population of high school band 

directors, whose membership reflects similar differences in terms of school size and 

geographical location. 

Evaluators were directed to assess each score visually for a set time period and then 

respond to a series of statements about the composition. Since recorded performances were 

not available for all three works, they could not be provided to the evaluators. The 

researcher selected a time limit for score evaluation in an attempt to replicate the conditions 

under which most high school directors evaluate scores before making purchase or 

programming decisions. Research literature pertaining to methods of score evaluation or 

specific time devoted to score evaluation were considered to determine an appropriate 

amount of time for visual score study (Bauer, 1996; Howard, 2001; Jones, 2005; Sheldon, 

1996). After careful review, no measurement of “average time spent” on evaluation was 

found, nor did a “recommended” time frame emerge. Given the absence of pertinent 

research, the researcher noted the topic as an important area to be addressed by future 
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research. Lacking an established time period from the literature, based on personal 

experience, the researcher chose twenty minutes as an adequate length of time in which to 

evaluate a complex score. This duration was thought to reflect a generous amount of time 

when considering the time frame within which a high school director must typically 

complete an informed score evaluation. Given the detailed nature of the questions on the 

evaluator response forms, a somewhat longer period of time was deemed appropriate than 

might typically be allotted by a high school wind band conductor. 

The time limitation for musical score evaluation had a number of implications on the 

validity and reliability of the Musical Score Evaluator Form. The internal validity of the 

scoring of musical quality was certainly lessened by the time limitation but was deemed 

acceptable because of the increased external validity in using the scores to predict high 

school director repertoire choices. Imposing conditions upon the musical score evaluators 

that were more similar to those utilized by high school band directors raised the external 

validity and justified the compromise of reduced internal validity in the opinion of the 

present researcher. The time limit had a positive effect on the inter-rater reliability in both 

areas of focus within the evaluation tool. 

Following timed visual evaluation of each of the three scores, each evaluator was 

asked to indicate the exact number of minutes spent and then to respond to ten statements 

about the work evaluated on the Musical Score Evaluator Response Form. Evaluators 

indicated responses on a continuous scale with a score of “1” indicating “strong 

disagreement” and “6” indicating “strong agreement.”  The following instruction dictated 

the procedure: 
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Please respond to each statement by indicating your intensity of 

disagreement/agreement by checking the box adjacent to the number along the 

continuum that best represents your response. Please check only one box.  

Following the selection of a numerical response for each statement, evaluators were 

asked to comment in an expanding text box in a word processing document directly 

following each response scale. The comments were collected as supportive qualitative data. 

Open-ended responses were accompanied with this directive:  

Your responses should reflect your personal, professional opinion. Comments will 

be most helpful when they contain specific musical examples that illustrate your 

answers.  

Evaluators were given a two-week period to complete their evaluation and open-

ended comments.  They were asked to save the survey document with their initials added to 

the file name and to return them electronically to the researcher via email. 

Data from these open-ended responses were subjected to qualitative data analysis 

using processes outlined by Bogdan and Biklen (2003) and Coffee and Atkinson (1996). 

Written comments provided by the three expert evaluators were compiled and then coded 

for sorting into coding categories.  

 

Composer Interviews 

Further questions concerning the challenges faced during the creation of the 

compositions were addressed through direct contact with three selected CMP composers. 

All three agreed to respond to a list of nineteen questions that sought to provide information 

from the perspective of participants (complete text of survey is included in Appendix E: 

Composer Interview Questions). The researcher included interview questions related to the 
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following areas: background, quality of the compositions and their performances, and issues 

of proliferation. The data collected from composers served to address and expand upon 

issues not easily explored by other methods.  

The researcher utilized the first group of questions (Questions 1-4) to seek 

information related to the basic details of each composer’s experience in the CMP in the 

hope that responses would clarify and elaborate upon information gathered from CMP 

archives and have the additional benefit of gradually easing each composer back into a more 

detailed recollection of past events. Secondary sources for background information included 

copies of internal CMP documents that were contained in a file for each composer 

associated with the project. These records were acquired from the CMP Archives held in the 

MENC Special Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA) Archives at the University of 

Maryland. The CMP file for each composer included copies of the composer’s application to 

the project, evaluations from project administrators and school district administrators, and 

numerous materials related to performances in Oregon during the project. Further 

qualitative and historical data uncovered in the review of CMP research literature were also 

incorporated into the data set (“Contemporary music for schools,” 1966; "Contemporary 

Music Project,” 1973; “Contemporary music project for creativity,” 1968; CMP Library 

Service, 1976). Questions 1-4 were intended, therefore, to more completely answer questions 

using composer interview data that were only partially answered by CMP records and 

resources. Utilizing both primary and secondary sources allowed the present researcher to 

verify information from multiple perspectives, thus increasing the validity and credibility of 

the results. 

The researcher utilized Questions 5-7 to follow-up on the data collected from the 

expert score evaluators, gathering the composers’ own opinions about the quality of the 
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wind band compositions that were evaluated. The intent of these questions was to ascertain 

whether composers felt that their CMP compositions reflect their best compositional work 

and whether they felt that the CMP played a significant role in helping them to achieve a 

high level of composition skill during the early years of their career. Questions 5 and 6 

related less directly to the compositions themselves, reflecting instead the composers’ 

feelings about how successful the CMP was in helping them grow and experiment as 

composers. Question 7 was utilized to solicit the composers’ opinions about their own CMP 

compositions by seeking to learn whether the composers felt these compositions reflected 

their best work and most mature compositional language and style. The researcher avoided 

eliciting the composers’ explicit opinions of the compositions selected for expert evaluation 

since this was assessed in a more impartial manner by expert score evaluation. Instead, the 

researcher provided questions that sought information concerning how each piece 

composed during the CMP reflected either the composers’ most mature writing or was 

indicative of their “improving” work through the process of being a CMP composer. 

The next group of questions (8-11) focused on the possibility that the cooperating 

director or ensembles were factors in the success of the program. Mitchell (1969), Schallert 

(2001), and Webb (19966) reported that many cooperating directors hindered the success of 

many composers and compositions because of their limited ability to rehearse and conduct 

contemporary music. The same resources indicated that poor initial performances were also 

a concern but to a lesser extent than the negative influence of underperforming conductors.  

The present researcher utilized composer interviews to address questions related to 

the experience of each composition during its conception, rehearsal, and performance. 

Questions 8-10 were directed toward the success of each cooperating director in rehearsing 

and conducting the works, the attitudes of the directors, and the premiere performance 
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itself. Question 11 asked composers to describe any additional experiences with the same 

composition at other schools. At the time of this research, all three cooperating band 

directors were deceased, thus rendering first-hand recollections of the participating 

conductors impossible to obtain. 

Responses to Questions 12-16 addressed issues of music proliferation. The current 

researcher considered proliferation and promotion of the musical scores and sheet music to 

be an area worthy of exploration in addressing the second research question for the present 

study. The researcher utilized interview questions 12 and 13 to seek information regarding 

the later compositions of each composer for the wind band, asking whether they had 

encouraged others to compose for this type of ensemble as a result of their CMP 

experiences. The dissemination of the actual sheet music to additional schools in the same 

district or region of the state was addressed in Question 14. The researcher designed this 

question to provide additional perspective in relation to the data collected through the high 

school wind band director survey.  

Questions 15 and 16 dealt specifically with the issues of publication and promotion 

(both from publishers and the CMP itself). As a result, the composer surveys provided 

supplemental information to discoveries made by reviewing CMP records. Two composers, 

Kurtz and Widdoes, had their music published only through internal CMP publications, 

making data available only through the CMP Library holdings in Maryland. CMP Library 

curator Vincent Novara was queried regarding lending records of compositions held in the 

CMP archives (personal communication, July 28, 2006). He reported with confidence that 

none of these works had ever been requested. Some of Karl Kroeger’s music was published 

by Pioneer Press, which was later subsumed into the Boosey & Hawkes publishing company. 

Attempts to obtain sales records through retailers such as Shattinger Music in St. Louis were 
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stymied by regulations dictated by the United States Patriot Act that prohibited sharing of 

sales records (Corey Cullen, personal correspondence, March 20, 2007). As sales data were 

difficult to obtain, it was hoped that the composers themselves might provide valuable 

insight into the proliferation of the compositions. In the course of conducting this research, 

the current researcher ultimately found the question of publication and promotion to be an 

important area for future research, but beyond the scope of the current study. 

In question 17, the researcher asked composers to examine their own records 

concerning performances of their CMP compositions after the time of the project. Again, 

this information was intended to supplement the High School OBCC Survey in hopes that 

the composers themselves might possess records of further performances after the date of 

premier performances. The researcher intentionally left Question 18 as the last and broadest 

question in the survey, because it asked composers to indicate any factors to which they 

attributed the number of performances. The researcher hoped that this personal recollection 

might provide new and additional directions for both the current and future studies. The 

composer interview survey concluded with a final question asking respondents to add any 

information that seemed important to them regarding their CMP experience. Following 

completion of the surveys, the researcher contacted composers by both phone and e-mail to 

follow up on responses that inspired further questions or required clarification.  

Qualitative data from composer interview surveys, the current CMP librarian, and 

CMP documents were again subjected to qualitative data analysis using processes outlined by 

Bogdan and Biklen (2003) and Coffee and Atkinson (1996). Data were compiled and then 

coded for sorting into coding categories which will be detailed in chapter 4 
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Summary 

The large scope of the research questions led to a broad approach to data collection. 

Quantitative data relating to the performance frequency of the eight compositions utilized as 

musical artifacts were sought through preliminary examination of repertoire resources, 

examination of conference programs, and two surveys of Oregon high school band 

directors. The High School OBCC Survey tool sought evidence of presence of the selected 

compositions in high school libraries as well as directors’ familiarity with the OBCC and 

related issues; the follow-up survey was used to compare the frequency of holdings to a 

comparison set of established core repertoire. Expert reviewers evaluated three sample 

scores to assess questions of compositional quality and to provide insight into factors that 

had determined the level of impact of the pieces. Qualitative data were also collected from 

these reviewers as well as from the OBCC, subjected to data analysis, and utilized to provide 

additional clarity to the findings relating to the quantitative data. The use of multiple modes 

and sources of data sources served to strengthen the validity of the results. Chapter 4 will 

detail the analysis of all the varied collections of data.  
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Chapter IV – Results 

 

Introduction 

As enumerated in chapter 1, the specific research questions for the present study are 

as follows: 

1. Did the music written by Oregon-based CMP composers have a lasting effect on 

band music in the state as determined by becoming part of the “core repertoire” 

of Oregon high school band music? 

2. What were the challenges the CMP faced in creating music that would make a 

lasting impact? 

After evaluating related literature, as a preliminary study to the current investigation, 

the present researcher replicated the method of Schallert (2001) in examining 18 published 

repertoire resources for citations of works composed by Oregon-based CMP composers 

(OBCC). The findings can be observed in Tables 4 & 5 in chapter 2 (see pp. 56-57). 

Following this preliminary work that identified three compositions by Kroeger as standard 

repertoire, the present researcher made the decision to examine Research Question #1 using 

four approaches:  

i. presence of compositions by OBCC in required state lists;  

ii. evidence of performances of these compositions in state and regional 

conferences; 

iii. statistical comparison of Oregon high school band library holdings of 

compositions of OBCC and selected core repertoire; and 

iv. statistical comparison of high school director familiarity of the concept of 

comprehensive musicianship to the composers in question. 
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Oregon Band Directors Association Required Literature List 

As indicated in chapter 3, David Becker, who has maintained the list of required 

works for the Oregon State band contest every year since its inception in 1984, was 

contacted by e-mail. Becker reviewed the archived lists and reported that no compositions of 

the three composers have ever been listed on the Oregon Band Directors Association 

(OBDA) Required Concert Band Literature list (personal communication, June 23, 2006).  

 

Oregon State and Regional Conference Programs 

The second approach to answering Question 1, examination of state and regional 

conference programs, revealed three conferences in which band compositions of Kroeger, 

Kurtz, or Widdoes received performances. The Music Educators National Conference 

(MENC) Northwest Division conference held in Portland, OR in March 1965 was the first 

occasion of conference performance of a band composition by the OBCC. The University 

of Oregon Wind Ensemble, conducted by Robert Vagner, performed Kroeger’s Variations on 

a Hymn by William Billings. The present researcher, in examining the original program, noted 

that the work was incorrectly listed as Variations on Chester. It is also worthy of note that Karl 

Kroeger’s personal records list his Variations as having been composed for Sheldon High 

School in Eugene, OR from 1964-1966, while the CMP library archives fail to include this 

work among Kroeger’s compositions during his CMP tenure.  

The next three years (1966-1968) saw no performances of band works of the OBCC 

at state or regional conferences. However, the 1968 MENC National Conference held in 

Seattle, WA featured composers and works of the CMP in numerous sessions. Sessions 

featuring CMP composers are listed below in Table 8.  
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Table 8. CMP Composers Performed or Presenting at 1968 MENC National Conference 

Composer Composition Session Type 

Bielawa, Herbert Spectrum Session: Composer-Conductor 
Analysis 

Dinerstein, Norman The Answered Question Concert session  

Jones, Robert Toccata for Band Session: Composer-Conductor 
Analysis 

Kroeger, Karl  CMP Case History Session 
with Bryon Miller, Eugene SD 
music supervisor* 

Kroeger, Karl Concertino for Oboe and Band Concert session* 

Lamb, David Serenade for Band Concert featuring “emerging 
band repertoire” 

Mailman, Martin Liturgical Music Session: Composer-Conductor 
Analysis  

Maves, David Toccata Concert session 

Rhodes, Phillip Remembrances Concert session 

Rhodes, Phillip Three Pieces for Band Concert session 

Skolnik, Walter Toccata Festivo Session: Introduction to CMP* 

Tubb, Monte Concert Music for Band Concert session 

Vercoe, Barry  CMP demonstration session: 
Puget Sound Pilot Project 

 

A few sessions (indicated with an asterisk in the “Session Type” column of Table 8) 

deserve further explanation. The present researcher noted that Kroeger’s Concertino for Oboe 

and Band was performed by the Madison High School Band of Portland, not by an ensemble 

from Eugene for which the piece was composed. In addition to this performance, Kroeger 

also served as a featured case study presenter alongside Byron Miller, Eugene School District 

music supervisor, and Jane Jones, elementary music consultant. In total, this conference 
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featured performances of eleven CMP composed works, many composed by musicians with 

ties to the Pacific Northwest region.9  

The next annual conference, the 1969 MENC Northwest conference in Eugene, 

featured six compositions by CMP composers. Although none of these six were band works 

by the OBCC, two other works of Kroeger were among those receiving performances. The 

1970 Oregon Music Educators Association (OMEA) conference was the last conference to 

feature a band work by an OBCC. Corvallis High School, directed by Harvey Brooks, 

performed Kroeger’s Variations on a Hymn by William Billings, making this the sole 

composition of an OBCC to receive more than one regional conference performance. In 

examining the program, the present researcher again noted a listing error: Karl Kroeger’s 

name was misspelled “Kroger.” 

In total, there were three performances of band compositions of the OBCC: 

featuring two works of Kroeger’s (Variations and the Oboe Concertino). No works of Kurtz 

were ever performed at a northwest convention, and only one work of Widdoes’, Greenery for 

string orchestra, was performed. Kroeger received two additional performances of non-band 

works and served as a clinician on one other occasion. 

National MENC programs held outside the Pacific Northwest region were also 

examined in the same manner as the regional conference programs. For purposes of 

comparison, two additional national programs will be detailed here: the 1962 and 1964 

conferences, both held in Chicago. The 1962 conference featured two sessions detailing the 

activities of the CMP and its focus on contemporary music. Additionally, five band 

compositions by CMP composers were performed and clearly identified as CMP works in 

                                                 
9 In one personal and parenthetical note, the present researcher noted that the Washington 
State University Band, the ensemble that he presently conducts, was the performing 
ensemble for Skolnik’s Toccata Festivo. 
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the conference program. The composers whose pieces received performances were: Chance, 

Coker, Frackenpohl, Miller, and Washburn. The 1984 national conference was advertised in 

music journals and the conference program as commemorating the “CMP Silver 

Anniversary” of the program’s inception in 1959. The conference program contained the 

following statement: 

CMP 25th Anniversary: As a part of this observation of the 25th anniversary of the 

MENC/Ford Foundation Contemporary Music Project, conductors of performing 

groups were invited to consider programming works by CMP composers. 

Throughout this conference program the letters “CMP” which appear in the left-

hand margin identify those compositions, some of which were composed while the 

author was involved in the project and others composed afterwards. Performances 

of 45 such works have been scheduled. (MENC, 1984, p. 12) 

Of the 45 CMP compositions that were performed at the conference, 12 were works 

for band. The composers of these band works were: Bielawa, Chance (3 works), Diemer, 

Dinerstein, Frackenpohl, Korte, Kosteck, Mailman, Muczynski, and Washburn. There was 

no mention of any of the OBCC in the conference program. 

Statistical Comparison of CMP and Core Repertoire Library Holdings 

The next approach to answering Research Question #1 utilized data collected 

through two surveys of Oregon high school band directors. Of the 169 high school band 

directors surveyed, 82 responded to the question “do you have any CMP holdings,” 

representing a return rate of 49%.  Of these 82 respondents, 80 completely responded to the 

follow-up survey that sought information on their library holdings of selected “core 

repertoire” compositions; partial data included in the two incomplete surveys received were 

excluded from the analysis.  
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Upon e-mail receipt of each response, the researcher entered data into an Excel 

workbook containing columns for the presence/non-presence of CMP works, titles of 

works held (which functioned as supplemental qualitative data), and responses to each of the 

five familiarity questions. The categorical variables of CMP composition holders and non-

holders were coded with indicators of “1” to signify presence of CMP works and “0” for the 

lack of any such works. Date of response and any additional comments were also recorded. 

Upon receipt of the follow-up survey responses, the researcher compiled information into a 

second worksheet within the workbook with a column for the presence/non-presence of 

CMP works and for each of the three selected core repertoire compositions (Holst, 

Grainger, and Wagner). 

For the purposes of statistical evaluation, the term “holders” was utilized to identify 

respondents who replied in the affirmative to holding CMP works in their school music 

libraries. Respondents who replied negatively to the same question were identified as “non-

holders.” 

As data were categorical in nature (holders and non-holders), the researcher chose 

the non-parametric Friedman test to evaluate the data. The researcher employed the null 

hypothesis that there would be no statistically significant difference between CMP and core 

repertoire holdings. 

The results of the Friedman test indicated that there was a statistically significant 

difference between holdings of CMP and core repertoire compositions (Holst, Grainger, and 

Wagner), χ2
(3) = 111.54, p < .005). Inspection of the mean values showed that CMP 

compositions ranked as least held in high school libraries (mean = 9%), followed in 

increasing order by Wagner (45%), Grainger (50%), and Holst (92%). Based on this, the null 

hypothesis was rejected; there were significantly more holdings of all three of the selected 
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core repertoire compositions as compared to holdings of CMP works. The percentage of 

selected core repertoire holdings closely matched the predicted scores provided by core 

repertoire evaluators10 confirming the validity of the method. 

Statistical Comparison of Familiarity Scores 

Following comparison of music library holdings, survey data were again utilized to 

examine possible differences in familiarity scores between holders and non-holders of CMP 

works. The researcher sought to learn whether high school directors in schools with libraries 

holding CMP compositions would be more familiar with the CMP, the concept of 

comprehensive musicianship, or the three specific OBCC than directors with libraries not 

holding such works. Of the 82 respondents to the question “do you have any CMP 

holdings,” 68 provided full responses to the five familiarity questions. These 68 respondents 

constituted a 40% rate of return from the 169 directors to whom the survey was sent. Of the 

68 respondents, 63 belonged to the subject group of “non-holders” and only 5 as “holders.” 

Data originating from respondents who failed to answer all five questions regarding 

familiarity were eliminated from the data set utilized in statistical comparison. The disparity 

between numbers of holders and non-holders severely compromised the reliability and 

power of the statistical analysis. 

 The researcher began with a comparison of mean scores among familiarity with the 

CMP, concept of comprehensive musicianship, and works of Kroeger, Kurtz, and Widdoes. 

Familiarity with comprehensive musicianship rated highest, followed by familiarity with the 

CMP. All three composers were less familiar to respondents than either the CMP or 

comprehensive musicianship. In addition, 26% of respondents indicated vague or strong 

                                                 
10 Core repertoire evaluators predicted holdings as: Wagner 40%, Grainger 65%, and Holst 
95%. 
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familiarity with CMP, and 38% indicated similar familiarity with comprehensive 

musicianship.  

The categorical labeling of response options as either: 1 – no familiarity, 2 – vague 

familiarity, or 3 – quite familiar, precluded consideration of the data as continuous. For this 

reason, the researcher chose a non-parametric Chi-square test for independence to evaluate 

these data considering familiarity with the three composers. The limitations of this method 

for data labeling will be discussed in recommendations for future research.   

These familiarity data were next utilized to examine Research Question #1 with a 

comparison of the familiarity scores provided by holders of CMP compositions to those 

scores of non-holders. For the purposes of the study, the researcher applied a Chi-square 

test to identify differences between groups holding or not holding CMP compositions (the 

independent variable) when considering familiarity with the three composers (Kurtz, 

Widdoes, and Kroeger). The null hypothesis holds that there will be no difference in 

familiarity scores between holders and non-holders of CMP compositions.  

The Chi-square test for independence indicated no significant association between 

groups: holders and non-holders of works of James Kurtz, χ2 (1, n = 68) = .25, p = .62, phi 

= .06. For works of Lawrence Widdoes, the Chi-square test again indicated no significant 

difference between holders and non-holders, χ2 (2, n = 68) = .16, p = .92, phi = .05. Finally, 

for works of Karl Kroeger, the Chi-square test again indicated no significant difference 

between holders and non-holders, χ2 (2, n = 68) = 2.79, p = .25, phi = .20. Based on these 

results, the researcher was unable to reject the null hypothesis. These results indicated that 

holders of CMP compositions were no more familiar with the OBCC than non-holders.  
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Examination of CMP Challenges 

After examination of data relating to evidence of lasting impact of the CMP 

repertoire, the researcher investigated research question #2: What were the challenges the 

CMP faced in creating music of lasting impact? Again, the researcher employed the 

compositions of Kroeger, Kurtz, and Widdoes to explore specific challenges that might 

provide insight into the degree of success their works have had in making a lasting impact on 

the wind band repertoire in the state of Oregon. The specific methods utilized to explore 

this question were:  

i. statistical examination of expert evaluators’ ratings of quality of selected 

compositions of the OBCC;  

ii. qualitative data analysis of written comments solicited from the evaluators; and  

iii. qualitative data analysis of interview responses from project composers and CMP 

librarians and examination of original CMP documents.  

Evaluation of Musical Score Evaluation Data 

As detailed in Chapter 3, the researcher began this investigation of the potential 

challenges the CMP may have faced by examining qualities of the compositions themselves. 

Three highly qualified wind band conductors evaluated a representative musical score from 

each of the three composers, providing their expert assessment of the quality of each 

composition and information relating to its likelihood of being chosen for performance by 

high school band directors. Responses were given on a Likert-type scale with ratings from 1 

to 6. A rating of 1 indicated strong disagreement with a given statement and a rating of 6 

indicated strong agreement (the complete evaluation tool can be found in Appendix D). 
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Using SPSS for statistical analysis, the researcher employed a one-way repeated 

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to assess differences among the compositions of 

the three composers. For this analysis, there was no between-subjects variable but two 

within-subjects variables: composer (Kroeger, Kurtz, and Widdoes) and survey items (ten 

items). The null hypothesis held that there would be no significant difference between the 

ratings provided for each composer’s work.  

Statistical output revealed no statistically significant differences at the p < .05 level 

among the three compositions, Wilk’s Lambda = .026, F(2, 1) = 1.88, p = .161, multivariate 

partial eta squared = .974.  There was also no significant main effect of survey item, (F(1.021, 

2.963) = 6.030, p = .091, multivariate partial eta squared = .751) or in the interaction between 

composition and survey item (F(1.573, 3.146) = 2.511, p = .219, multivariate partial eta squared = 

.557).11  Based on this evidence, the researcher was unable to reject the null hypothesis, 

despite an observable difference between mean scores among the three evaluated 

compositions (see results on Table 9). Though statistical analysis revealed no significant 

differences among the compositions of the OBCC, the researcher noted that Kroeger and 

Widdoes received scores indicating strong agreement in the first four items. The scores of 

Kurtz in the same items were visibly lower within these same items that were replicated from 

the Ostling (1978) study and are the most general in terms of compositional quality among 

the evaluation items. 

                                                 
11 SPSS was unable to calculate Mauchly’s test of sphericity for the main effect of item and 
the interaction between item and composition, so the more conservative Greenhouse-
Geisser estimate of probability was utilized, resulting in the degrees of freedom adjustments 
including decimal values.  Also, it was not possible to calculate the multivariate test statistics 
for this same main effect and interaction due to an insufficient residual degrees of freedom, 
so no Wilks’ Lambda calculation is provided for these results.  For these reasons, the more 
conservative statistical calculation was utilized. 
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Table 9. Comparison of Evaluator Scores by Composer 

(both mean score and standard deviation are provided for each item).  For complete survey 
items, see Appendix D. 

 
 
 
Assessment Items Evaluated Kroeger Kurtz Widdoes 
 M/SD M/SD M/SD 

 
1. This composition has form... 
 

5.67/.577 
 

3.33/1.155 5.33/.577 

2. This composition reflects craftsmanship in 
orchestration.... 
 

5.33/.577 4.00/1.00 5.33/.577 

3. This composition is sufficiently 
unpredictable... 
 

5.00/.000 3.00/1.000 5.00/.000 

4. This composition is consistent in style... 
 

5.67/.577 
 

2.67/.577 4.67/.577 

5. This composition represents an 
appropriate level of difficulty... 
 

5.67/.577 
 

4.00/1.000 4.00/1.000 

6. This composition contains conducting 
challenges... 
 

4.33/2.082 1.33/.577 3.00/1.732 

7. This composition seems “timeless”... 
 

4.33/.577 3.33/1.528 4.33/1.155 

8. This composition contains musical 
language of “contemporary” music... 
 

3.00/1.732 3.00/1.732 4.00/.000 

9. The length of this composition is an 
issue... 
 

1.67/.577 2.00/.000 2.00/.000 

10. I would recommend this composition... 
 

3.33/1.155 2.33/1.528 3.33/.577 
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Figure 1. Graphic Representation of Data in Table 9 

 
 
Evaluation of Written Comments from Expert Musical Score Evaluators 

After detecting no statistically significant difference between the evaluated 

compositions in the quantitative analysis, the researcher applied qualitative data analysis in 

evaluating the open-ended responses that followed the numerical score given to each item 

on the evaluation sheet. The comments received from the three expert musical score 

evaluators were compiled and coded following processes outlined by Bogdan and Biklen 

(2003) and Coffee and Atkinson (1996). The coding categories that emerged from the 

analysis were: “comparisons to other works,” “conducting challenges,” “conservative 

language,” “datedness,” “depth of material,” “difficulty,” “form,” “orchestration,” 

“predictability,” ” “publishing,” “quality of compositions,” and “recommendations.” In 
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analyzing and interpreting the coded data, a smaller number of related themes emerged from 

the larger set of coding categories. In the order that the results will be examined, these 

thematic categories were: “quality of compositions,” “conducting challenges,” and 

“programming considerations.”  

As the research question was directed toward challenges experienced by the three 

composers collectively, reporting of the musical score evaluator comments will be presented 

without identifying the exact composer or composition referenced by the evaluator. The 

present researcher also felt it appropriate within the current design to keep composer 

assessments confidential.  

The evaluator comments regarding quality of the compositions themselves were 

predominantly positive in tone, with a lesser frequency of mixed and negative comments. 

One composer was lauded as clearly understanding his craft, and two were credited with 

writing “an excellent work.” One evaluator added that a particular composer was “clearly a 

composer in command of his material.” Of the more mixed evaluations, an evaluator wrote 

of one particular piece that “[this] work is definitely consistent, stylistically speaking, and 

technical difficulties are almost non-existent. I would, however, describe several of the 

passages as trivial.” Another evaluator revealed a clearly split view of the compositions’ 

merits: “I am of two minds with respect to this composition. On one hand, the craft and 

orchestration are very good. On the other, the basic compositional materials do not strike 

me as particularly compelling.” Relatively few comments found clear fault with the quality of 

the works, although one piece was criticized for occasional lapses into “redundant and trivial 

passages,” while another was censured for having contemporary aspects of the work that are 

not very “interesting or unique.” 
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One of the most prevalent themes in the evaluator comments relating to 

compositional quality was the conservative nature of the compositions. Evaluators 

commented that elements of all three works were “traditional,” “basic,” and “conventional.” 

One evaluator wrote: “The language is very conservative -- in some ways, more of an 18th- 

or 19th-century aesthetic than a contemporary one. If I were to program the piece, it 

wouldn't be to demonstrate contemporary compositional techniques.” Another evaluator 

agreed that contemporary compositional aspects were extremely limited, arguing that one 

particular work was only distinctive as a “20th-century period piece” by its use of bitonal 

harmonies. One evaluator extended the discussion to a comparison with current 

compositional practices, opining that the compositional material was “conventional as 

compared to the compositional effects available in contemporary band music today.” 

Another evaluator agreed that a particular work was “not on par with the contemporary 

band repertoire of the past 25 years.” Whether this “traditional” nature of the three reviewed 

pieces should be considered a hindrance to directors selecting these pieces for performance 

will be further discussed in Chapter 5.  

 Evaluators were also asked whether they would recommend each of the works to 

other directors. The most distinctive theme within their responses revealed a direct 

comparison between the selected compositions and other comparable works or to the core 

repertoire of the wind band. One evaluator indicated that, though they had performed a 

particular work once before, they would not do so again because of “so much other worthy 

literature for band being written today.” Another evaluator wrote that, though the work was 

not a “bad piece,” it was “like so many others and therefore doesn't distinguish itself to any 

great extent.” All three evaluators cited comparisons to other works in the core repertoire of 

band music as a reason that they would not readily recommend any of these compositions. 
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One evaluator stated that “there are so many other contemporary works (by better known 

composers) that are considered part of core repertoire that I probably would recommend 

that the conductor examine them first.” Another evaluator indicated that they would not 

likely program a particular work with a high school band, stating that “rehearsal time is 

precious” and they would be inclined to program “other works in the wind repertoire 

canon” first.  

Certain compositional elements of evaluated pieces were compared to other 

composers, most often unfavorably. The bitonal harmonic language of one particular work 

was seen by one evaluator as having “already been covered” by composers such as William 

Schuman, Vincent Persichetti, and Peter Mennin, and cited as a reason that those composers 

would be recommended before the examined work. Another evaluator cited works by 

Vincent Persichetti and “more recent composers” such as Donald Grantham, Peter Graham, 

Timothy Mahr, and David Maslanka as being more worthy of recommendation. The third 

evaluator cited a certain work’s similarity to compositions by Persichetti as a reason that they 

would recommend this work to “those who like Persichetti's style.” 

One particular work (Kroeger’s Divertimento for Band)12 was mentioned distinctly 

because of its status as the winner of the American Band Association’s Ostwald 

Composition award. One reviewer felt that compositions that had won an Ostwald award 

were “always worthy of examination.” Another evaluator pointed out that “numerous 

Ostwald winners, despite their compositional merit, have not captured the attention or 

imagination of the larger band world and thus have not been long lived.” 

Evaluators also expressed opinions about the relative challenge that each piece 

presents to the conducting skills of high school directors. Particular challenges, including 

                                                 
12 This single composition is cited by title because of the specificity of the award referenced.   
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ability to handle “tempo transitions, subito tempo/style changes, and divided beat patters in 

legato style” were mentioned, although metric patterns overall were not considered 

challenging. Comments such as “easy to navigate,” “not too complex,” and “very 

straightforward” clearly expressed that evaluators did not see conducting challenges as an 

issue with any of the compositions. One evaluator stated unequivocally: “If a high school 

teacher cannot conduct this, they must find another line of work.” 

Issues of publication and commercial promotion were identified as obstacles to high 

school directors choosing the works for performance. One evaluator felt that a particular 

work was unlikely to be selected unless it were published in a “more legible format” and 

distributed by a “reputable company.” Two evaluators wondered why two of the works were 

not published in the manner of “other CMP composers.” Another evaluator felt that a work 

was “unlikely to be performed” without a recording to help directors make the decision to 

buy or purchase it. 

Discussion of the implications of these themes will be addressed in chapter 5. The 

complete numerical ratings and written comments from the original evaluations, though 

coded to maintain anonymity of composer and evaluator, are available from the author. 

Evaluation of Qualitative Data from Composers 

Following examination of selected compositions of OBCC through expert 

evaluators, the researcher next analyzed qualitative data obtained from: (a) interviews with 

project composers, (b) the current CMP librarian, and (c) examination of CMP official 

documents held by the MENC Historical Center at the University of Maryland. Two of the 

three Oregon CMP composers, Kroeger and Kurtz, responded to a researcher-designed 

questionnaire in writing. The third composer, Lawrence Widdoes, was reached once by 

phone at a time inconvenient for him to interview. The researcher was unsuccessful in 
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numerous attempts to reestablish contact with Widdoes in the 18 months following the 

initial phone contact. Copies of internal CMP documents provided valuable secondary 

source material, especially adding to the recollections of Kurtz and in place of the 

uncompleted Widdoes interview.  

Qualitative data were again subjected to qualitative data analysis using processes 

outlined by Bogdan and Biklen (2003) and Coffee and Atkinson (1996). Data were compiled 

and then coded for sorting into the following coding categories: “composer growth,” 

“compositional language,” “director skill,” “music copying,” “music sharing,” “promotion,” 

“publishing,” “reception of works,” and “success of performance.” In analyzing and 

interpreting the coded data, a smaller number of related themes emerged from the larger set 

of coding categories. In the order that the results will be examined, these thematic categories 

included: “quality of compositions,” “director skills and attitudes,” “personal readiness,” and 

“infrastructure.”  

As all three of the composers had not previously written for high school band, they 

were each asked to reflect on how the pieces composed for the project compared to their 

best compositions. All unattributed quotes in the paragraphs below were excerpted from the 

composer interviews. Kroeger indicated his pride in the compositions, stating: “Most of the 

music I composed in Eugene I would be happy to show to most any conductor or music 

director.” Both he and Kurtz indicated that their band works did in fact reflect their most 

authentic compositional language, stating that they did not have to adjust their language 

greatly to accommodate the technical limitations of the players. Kurtz wrote that he was 

“determined to keep my musical style,” while easing technical problems. Kroeger echoed 

that he “tried to accommodate players’ abilities, I never ‘wrote down’ to them and, in most 

cases, tried to stretch them a bit.” Both composers indicated that their time in the CMP had 
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proven beneficial to their composing skills. Kurtz recalled that the work taught him to write 

music for “practical rather than abstract reasons,” and Kroeger cited his time in Eugene as 

crucial to “solidifying” his feelings of confidence as a composer. 

The composers were also able to reveal information about the reception the new 

compositions received from the conductors for whom they were first composed. This 

information also included composer recollections of the initial rehearsal process. The current 

researcher felt that information regarding the initial reception of the CMP compositions 

would be useful as a predictor of future reception by present-day conductors. Recollections 

of the composers indicated that their compositions received a wide range of responses from 

conductors, musicians, and the communities in which they were composed. Kroeger 

commented that the reception to pieces “ranged from great enthusiasm to general interest to 

vague skepticism.” He went on to elaborate upon the process of working with directors: 

At the outset of the project, I think some of the directors were a little intimidated by 

the idea of working with the composer, but later became more receptive as they 

became more familiar with the project and my music.  

Kurtz expressed frustrations with the district and cooperating schools in written responses 

and in a letter to project coordinator Gid Waldrop, stating that the school system “needed 

more time to see the project to a more successful conclusion.” Writing to the current 

researcher, he added “nobody was really prepared to pursue the project in an organized way, 

including me.” Documentation from William Swettman, the music coordinator in Salem, 

reported that Widdoes’ Episode for Band was well liked by the director and students, but 

received only a “number of readings” and no performance. He attributed the lack of a 

performance to the fact that piece was completed late in the school year.  
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Regarding the skills of high school directors in dealing with his music, Kroeger 

reported that a number of directors were “fine conductors who trained their ensembles 

well.” He recalled that others were somewhat less gifted, but “still within an acceptable 

range.” Kurtz recalled that cooperating directors, beyond being “unprepared” to pursue the 

project, were “pretty good under the circumstances.” Kroeger was alone in citing 

performance recollections, writing that he was “generally satisfied” and that he did not recall 

“ever receiving a really BAD performance during the 3 years.” 

One theme that arose from analysis of these data was the level of each composer’s 

personal readiness for the work in schools. Kurtz recalled that he was “on the first year of 

the project, very immature, and not as assertive as I should have been.” He cited this as the 

cause of some of the problems he experienced in controlling dissemination of his music and 

of obtaining performances.  He went on to say that he was “very young and quite immature, 

and somewhat careless about my own music.” Swettman, writing to CMP administrators 

about Widdoes wrote:  

Mr. Widdoes has not yet decided quite how to be a little more practical in planning 

the future. He is completely engrossed in music and musical atmosphere and appears 

not to know how to mix these admirable qualities with some practical plans for the 

future (Swettman, 1962). 

Kroeger, who had his grant extended to three years and composed six CMP band 

works as compared to two total for Kurtz and Widdoes combined, recalled having “no 

doubts” that he could successfully meet the demands of the position. He believed that he 

was a bit older (32-years old) and had more experience than “most of the other composers 

on the project,” adding … 
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I felt pretty confident of my abilities to compose music for any of the school groups 

in Eugene.  I was fortunate in having several ensemble directors who were 

enthusiastic about the project and wanted to try out the new things I was 

composing.  Without them, it wouldn't have been much fun and I probably wouldn't 

have stayed as long as I did.  One other thing that helped:  I made a promise to 

myself before I started that I would compose at least one work each year "for me."   

This would be music that was technically beyond the capacities of high school 

groups.  I composed my Second String Quartet and Concerto Grosso for String Orchestra 

during this time just for the pleasure of doing so.  This helped keep things in 

perspective. 

The final challenges to the long-term impact of the OBCC that were explored related 

to issues of infrastructure. Challenges pertaining to the publication and dissemination of 

compositions were explicated in the strongest language and have the most profound 

implications for the conclusions of the present study. Both Kroeger and Kurtz recalled that 

scores did not seem to have moved beyond the school for which they were originally 

composed. Kroeger recalled distinctly that none of his pieces written in Eugene were given a 

second performance by another Eugene school group during his time there. He recalled that 

they “all wanted new pieces” rather than replaying “old ones.” He added that most 

performances he received during his involvement with the CMP were a result of personal 

contact: “I don’t think that the school district tried to publicize my work to schools outside 

the district.” Kurtz, admitting that he was “somewhat careless about my own music,” did not 

recall copies of his works ever being provided to other schools in the district (or beyond). As 

the single band composition of Widdoes never received a performance in Salem, it seems 

very likely that it too was never distributed locally beyond the original school. In examining 
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data from the high school surveys, the researcher did not find any indication that CMP 

compositions were ever distributed to other high schools in the cities in which they were 

written.  

A letter from Swettman to CMP offices did indicate interest in receiving music and 

recordings of “other [project] composers.” He wrote: “now that we have this interest 

developed through our association with the project, we would like to continue to program 

the music of the other composers.” It is unclear whether this request ever received a 

response and, if not, whether the lack of follow through was the fault of the CMP or the 

Salem school district. 

Issues related to music copying, publication, and promotion of the compositions 

were addressed by multiple respondents. Kurtz wrote in 1959, that “no organized plan has 

been made for my music to reach an audience,” detailing that, of his six project 

compositions, only one had received a performance. Indicating that he copied the parts to 

Episode for Band on “difficult to read” ditto paper, he stated, “much of the difficulty lay in 

reproducing the music.” He recalled that only the CMP Library published Episode for Band. 

Kroeger seemed to have fewer problems with part reproduction and publication. Three of 

his works: Divertimento for Band (Boosey & Hawkes), the Variations on a Theme of William 

Billings (Joseph Boonin Inc.), and the Declaration for Trumpet and Band (Merion Music/T. 

Presser) were professionally published, all after his time in Eugene had ended. He recalled 

the CMP Library as “a slapdash kind of operation, not properly organized, administered, 

publicized, or maintained.” He felt that the quality of the scores and performance materials 

issued by the CMP Library were “well below professional standards.” He was also 

disappointed by the attempts of CMP to promote the works, decrying a lack of “sustained 
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effort by them to push the works” even after the Divertimento won the prestigious Ostwald 

Award.  

While both Kroeger and Kurtz indicated satisfaction with the contributions of the 

CMP to their composing careers, they each indicated that the effect of the program on the 

community was minimal. In recalling how limited were the performances of his works, 

Kroeger stated “I don’t think that my 3 years in Eugene really had much impact on the 

public school music there.” Kurtz echoed these sentiments, writing in 1959: “It is therefore 

my feeling that one of the outstanding aims of the project – to relate the composer to the 

community – remains unfulfilled here in Portland.” 

 

Summary of Findings 

The current researcher collected and compared four sets of data relating to Research 

Question #1, i.e., the long-term impact of the CMP in Oregon. Evaluation of the Oregon 

state required music list revealed no mention of any works by Kroeger, Kurtz, or Widdoes. 

Review of conference programs in the northwest region revealed three conferences that had 

performances of band compositions of the OBCC; all three were compositions by Kroeger. 

Comparison of regional conferences with national conferences revealed that national 

conferences featured more performances and sessions focused on the CMP than did 

regional and state conferences in the Northwest region. National conferences held in 1962 in 

Chicago, 1968 in Seattle, and 1984 in Chicago featured performances of 12, 11, and 5 CMP 

band compositions, respectively. The 1968 National Conference held in Seattle, WA was the 

occasion of one performance of a work directly referenced in the present study: Kroeger’s 

Concertino for Oboe. 
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The next approach to examining Research Question 1 involved comparison of 

Oregon high school music library holdings of CMP compositions to selected core repertoire 

selections. A Friedman test confirmed a statistically significant difference in rate of CMP and 

core repertoire holdings, with core repertoire works held at a higher frequency. The same 

high school band director survey data also provided familiarity scores related to the CMP 

itself and with the specific Oregon-based CMP composers. Comparison of mean scores 

revealed that respondents were more familiar with the concept of comprehensive 

musicianship and the CMP than with any of the three OBCC. Chi-square tests revealed no 

significant differences in familiarity with the three composers or the project between holders 

and non-holders of CMP compositions. 

Research Question #2 was designed to explore challenges to the long-term success 

of CMP compositions. Numerous specific challenges were explored through expert score 

evaluations and evaluator and composer interviews. Specific challenges that were identified 

through this process included: quality of the project compositions, quality of the initial 

response to the piece from conductors and ensembles, and promotion of the compositions 

from both the school districts for which the pieces were written and from the CMP 

administration.  

Expert score evaluations of three representative compositions (one each from 

Kroeger, Kurtz, and Widdoes) were collected and then evaluated with a one-way repeated-

measures ANOVA, revealing no statistically significant difference between ratings of the 

three compositions. Comments of the three expert musical score evaluators indicated general 

agreement on the overall high quality of all compositions and a shared sentiment that the 

works did not stand out (for better or worse) from other contemporary compositions. None 
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of the reviewers indicated that they would strongly recommend any of the three works for 

performance by high school colleagues.  

Interviews with two of the project composers (Kroeger and Kurtz) revealed a mixed 

level of satisfaction with the reception to and preparation of the compositions by the 

cooperating directors and school ensembles. Both composers pointed out perceived 

shortcomings in the way pieces were promoted on both local and national levels.  

Discussion of these findings and their implications for future commissioning 

projects follows in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter V – Discussion 

 

The purpose of the current study was to examine the lasting impact of compositions 

originating from the activities of the Contemporary Music Project (CMP) in the state of 

Oregon. As shown in chapter 2, numerous researchers have explored the impact of the CMP 

and its conception of comprehensive musicianship upon music pedagogy, but little has been 

written concerning the actual compositions and their impact upon the core repertoire of the 

wind band.  

A historical review of the CMP, as detailed in chapter 1 revealed that from 1959-

1973, the CMP placed 90 composers in schools, resulting in the composition of over 170 

new works for wind band. Internal reports of the CMP (1968) articulated that a major 

project goal was to create a body of repertoire that could “affect the tastes and standards of 

music played and studied in schools throughout the country” (p. 46). Considering the 

project’s importance as one of the first large-scale intersections between professional 

composers and music educators and considering its goals to build a quality repertoire for 

wind band, research into the lasting impact of CMP repertoire was deemed highly relevant 

and urgently needed – a void that has begun to be filled by the present investigation. 

Specific areas of related literature were evaluated prior to establishing a design for 

the present study. Most prominent among these were: (a) studies identifying core repertoire 

of the wind band through examination of performance records; (b) studies identifying core 

repertoire through evaluation of the quality of compositions; (c) studies identifying the core 

repertoire of high school bands through surveys and examination of state lists, (d) studies 

identifying techniques utilized and factors considered by high school directors in selecting 
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repertoire; and (e) studies focusing on select bodies of repertoire, including the collection of 

compositions produced through the efforts of the CMP.  

As explicated in chapter 2, researchers have identified music that forms a core 

repertoire for the wind band. However, findings from researchers identifying collegiate core 

repertoire through measurements of performance frequency (Fiese, 1987; Holvik, 1970; 

Hornyak, 1982/85; and Woike, 1990) have differed from those researchers measuring 

collegiate core repertoire through measurements of compositional quality (Gilbert, 1993; 

Olson, 1982; and Ostling, 1978). Studies measuring repertoire through quality assessment 

featured more compositions for smaller wind ensembles (typically chamber wind ensembles 

from eight to 15 performers) and more works that contain the highest technical difficulty. 

Examinations of high school band repertoire (Berry, 1973; Gaines, 1996; Hughes, 1990; 

Menghini, 1997; Rhea, 1999; and Slagley, 1992) identified numerous similarities to the 

findings of studies examining collegiate performance frequency. There is an absence of 

research that comprehensively compares findings of all core repertoire studies and relatively 

little discussion relating to the different findings between studies examining performance 

frequency and compositional quality. A number of studies indicate that the level of technical 

difficulty among varying compositions is a primary reason for this disparity in research 

findings (Gilbert, 1993; Olson, 1982; and Woike, 1990), though this position is not 

thoroughly explored or discussed.  

A number of high school core repertoire studies also investigated techniques used by 

high school directors to select pieces for performance and the significant factors influencing 

this decision-making process. Bauer (1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005) all found that 

publisher promotion and state contest lists were among the primary resources utilized by 

high school directors in selecting repertoire. Other primary considerations that directors 
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used in choosing specific works included their perceptions of the quality of the music and 

assessment of how pieces matched the technical and musical limitations of their ensembles.  

Belser (1994), Renshaw (1991), and Schallert (2001) examined specific collections 

and groups of repertoire, including notable commissioning projects. All three demonstrated 

that varying numbers of compositions now considered core arose from the organizations 

and commissioning projects explored. However, Schallert’s examination of repertoire 

composed through the efforts of the CMP was alone in evaluating how these particular 

works came to be considered part of the core repertoire. In his examination of records held 

in the MENC Special Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA) Archives at the University of 

Maryland, Schallert attempted to discern why so many CMP works are unknown by wind 

band conductors. His conclusions included the following: (a) many CMP compositions were 

beyond the technical aptitude and musical maturity of the players, as well as the skills of the 

conductors; (b) publishing companies were reluctant to publish works by young, unknown 

composers, resulting in many of the works not being commercially published; and (c) 

methods implemented for publishing and promotion of the CMP Library were unsuccessful. 

Beyond the work of Schallert (2001) there is a paucity of research that both examines 

core band repertoire for the presence of selected works and attempts to determine how they 

came to be considered “core.” The present study is an attempt to fill this void in the 

literature by addressing the topic of core repertoire by determining the direct impact of a 

small number of specific CMP compositions within a limited geographical region (Oregon). 

The results of such an investigation have the potential to provide valuable information to 

organizations and individuals attempting to commission or compose works that will succeed 

in making a lasting impact on wind band repertoire.  
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To better examine the direct impact of a small number of such compositions, the 

present study was limited to an examination of repertoire practices in one state. As explained 

in Chapter 1, the state of Oregon was selected for the present investigation because of the 

number and geographic diversity of CMP composers serving in the state, the presence of a 

state repertoire list, and the accessibility of its high school directors to the researcher. Eight 

compositions for band by the Oregon-based CMP composers (OBCC) served as musical 

artifacts for use in the present study. Thus, the study examines state repertoire practices by 

focusing on a select group of compositions; specifically, the study systematically investigates 

the impact of pieces composed in the state directly as a result of the CMP. Of core 

repertoire studies, only those of Berry (1973), Jones (2005), and Slagley (1992) have 

evaluated the core repertoire of a specific region or state. All three utilized performance 

frequency to determine the core repertoire and none drew conclusions regarding how these 

works came to be considered as core repertoire. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

Research Question #1 

To examine the impact of the repertoire composed by the OBCC in Oregon, the 

present researcher posed Research Question #1: Did the music written by Oregon-based 

CMP composers have a lasting effect on band music in the state as determined by becoming 

part of the “core repertoire” of Oregon high school band music?  

The Oregon Band Director Association (OBDA) required music list was evaluated 

to discover any inclusion of compositions by the OBCC. Through evaluation of all lists in 

the history of the Oregon state contest no such inclusions were found. The absence of any 

compositions from the OBCC on the required music list provides evidence that the impact 
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of these works in the state of Oregon is limited in scope. None of the past studies cited in 

the related literature review used this method of searching for the presence of select 

repertoire on other state lists, so it was impossible to compare these results directly to 

previous research. However, the value other researchers place on state contest repertoire lists 

is evident in the work of Gaines (1996), Rhea (1999), and Slagley (1992), all of whom utilized 

state lists to identify high school core repertoire. Menghini (1997) defined as “significant 

works” (p. 125) those pieces performed at the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic that were 

present on three of five selected state repertoire lists.  

As Gaines (1996) points out, most state lists are developed by a small group of 

directors, are often influenced by current publishers, and only occasionally are these 

determinations made by consulting core repertoire research. These facts led the current 

researcher to consider the presence of music on state lists as a somewhat limited factor in 

determining lasting impact of repertoire; though necessary to consider, this factor is not 

sufficient as a sole source in making the determination of lasting impact. However, Bauer 

(1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005) all found publisher promotion and state contest 

lists to be among the primary resources utilized by high school directors in the process of 

selecting repertoire. For this reason, the current researcher considered these sources, despite 

their potential for bias, to be valuable supplementary tools for assessing the body of 

repertoire that high school directors consider core, as long as other assessments are utilized 

to balance this potential bias.  

Pieces composed by the three OBCC received slightly more attention at regional 

conferences than evident from examination of the state list, but not at a frequency that 

would warrant recognition of the works as core repertoire. In total, only two wind band 

compositions by the three primary composers investigated in this study were performed at 
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northwest regional conferences from 1959 to 2004. Of these performances, only one 

composition, Kroeger’s Variations on a Hymn of William Billings, was performed on more than 

one occasion (twice), thus only minimally meeting Battisti’s (1995) definition of core 

repertoire as a work receiving multiple performances in the same area. Hopwood (1998) 

examined CBDNA conference programs to determine the frequency of performances and 

implications of CBDNA activities on core repertoire. Hopwood determined that works 

receiving four or more performances “might form the basis for a consensus wind band 

repertoire” (p. 89). Direct comparison with his findings is tenuous considering that 

Hopwood examined 118 national and regional conference programs to develop a “most-

performed” list of works, i.e., pieces performed four or more times. Because the present 

researcher examined only 45 regional or state conference programs, requiring a minimum of 

two performances for similar consideration is roughly proportional to the numerical criterion 

used by Hopwood.  

The disparity between frequency of performances of works by the OBCC in Oregon 

and northwest conferences as compared to performances of CMP composers at national 

conferences points out the distinction between local and national efforts to promote CMP 

works. As detailed in chapter 2, national MENC conferences hosted in Chicago (1962 and 

1979) and Seattle (1968) included performances of works by CMP composers at a frequency 

never duplicated at the regional level. Judging by the conferences held in the northwest 

region, the national thrust to promote CMP compositions and pedagogical approaches was 

never replicated on the state or regional level. The financial stake of MENC in the CMP may 

have played a role in this; MENC overtook financial administration of the CMP upon the 

renewal of (and increase in the funded amount of) the original Ford Foundation grant in 

1962 (D’Arms, 1966). The financial responsibility of MENC for CMP is likely to have 
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increased the national organization’s interest in promoting the composers and compositions 

associated with the project. State and regional music education organizations helped facilitate 

placement of CMP composers in schools and were indirect beneficiaries of their efforts, but 

did not share in the financial responsibility of the project and were perhaps less motivated to 

follow through to accomplish the project’s long-term objectives. 

Statistical comparison of Oregon high school band library holdings of OBCC works 

to three selected core repertoire pieces revealed that compositions by the OBCC were 

significantly less present than compositions currently considered in the core repertoire, 

whether the given core composition was determined by expert evaluators to be “very likely” 

or “moderately likely” to be present amongst a library’s holdings. The researcher interpreted 

this result as strong evidence that the OBCC were unsuccessful in composing works that 

became part of the core repertoire for Oregon high school bands. It is important to point 

out that, given the financial constraints of numerous schools in Oregon, many high school 

directors use current library holdings as a primary basis for selecting compositions for 

performance. Jones (2005) supported this assertion, finding that 78% of Pennsylvania 

directors considered current ownership of a work a factor in the repertoire choices. Further, 

as current library holdings are a strong indicator of past performance of a particular 

composition, the lack of OBCC compositions in Oregon high school band libraries suggests 

that these works have not been widely performed by high schools in Oregon.  

No such comparison of specific compositions to core repertoire exists in past 

research, as confirmed by an exhaustive related literature review. Berry (1973) provided the 

closest similarity to the current study as he examined programs in Iowa and Nebraska and 

compiled lists of most frequently performed works. While examination of concert programs 

provides similar information to examination of library holdings, Berry sought performance 
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frequency information on any literature that was performed as opposed to an examination of 

the performance status of selected works. For this reason, no direct comparison is possible. 

High school core repertoire studies such as Gaines (1996) and Hughes (1990) both utilized 

high school band director perceptions of what repertoire they considered to be core, but 

neither identify what repertoire was currently held in the libraries of the respondents. Slagley 

(1992) examined Texas high school honor band programs for evidence of the programming 

of specific works, but also did not evaluate the library holdings of individual schools. The 

present study utilized examination of library holdings in addition to the examination of 

performance frequency at regional conferences. No previous research has utilized this multi-

faceted approach, so it is hoped that the present study might serve as a model for such 

investigations in the future; further implications will be discussed in the recommendations 

for future research.  

In the present study, a statistical comparison of Oregon high school band director 

familiarity with the CMP and OBCC revealed no significant difference between the 

familiarity of holders of OBCC works and non-holders. Evaluation of raw scores revealed 

that fewer than 10% of respondents had either strong or even vague familiarity with the 

OBCC. This indicates that, even in cases where a school library possesses a piece composed 

by the OBCC, directors are largely unfamiliar with the compositions. Based on the past work 

of Gaines (1996) and Bauer (1996) concerning the fact that familiarity is a prominent factor 

in selecting music for performance, the current researcher interpreted these results as further 

evidence that the OBCC compositions have not had a lasting impact on the repertoire of 

high school bands in Oregon.  
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Summary of Findings Related to Research Question #1 

Examination of the four data sources utilized to examine Research Question #1 

revealed that the band compositions of the OBCC had minimal long-term impact upon the 

band repertoire in Oregon state. Examination of the OBDA required repertoire list revealed 

no evidence of long-term impact of works composed by the OBCC since no compositions 

examined in the present study were ever included on this list. Examination of regional and 

state conference programs from 1959-2004 revealed a total of two band compositions of 

OBCC that received performances at these prominent events for music educators. Only one 

work, Kroeger’s Variations on a Hymn of William Billings, received a second performance at 

another conference. Each of the performances occurred during the time of active CMP 

operations; no composition of an OBCC has been performed at a convention in the years 

since the project ended in 1973.  

Comparison of high school music library holdings of works composed by OBCC to 

three select core repertoire works revealed that CMP works are significantly less likely to be 

available in libraries. Taken as a predictor of performance by high school bands, this result 

indicates that very few performances of compositions by OBCC are likely to have occurred 

in Oregon high schools. Survey results of high school director responses indicated extremely 

low levels of familiarity with any of the OBCC. Comparison of familiarity levels of holders 

and non-holders of works composed by OBCC revealed that directors who had access to 

works in their libraries had no more familiarity with the composers or the project than did 

those directors who did not have access to the works. 

Summary of Quantitative Findings Related to Research Question #2 

Following the outcomes delineated above, examination of Research Question #2 

provided more detailed information regarding factors that hindered the compositions of the 
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OBCC from making a long-term impact upon band repertoire in Oregon. Research 

Question #2 explored the challenges that the CMP faced in creating repertoire of lasting 

impact. The researcher examined both quantitative and qualitative data in an attempt to 

assess and more fully understand factors related to the results associated with Research 

Question #1.  

The present researcher first considered issues relating to qualities of the 

compositions themselves as a potential challenge to the lasting impact of the OBCC 

compositions. Expert wind band conductors evaluated a representative composition by each 

of the OBCC and rated qualities of the three compositions, using both continuous numerical 

ratings and open-ended responses following each question on the evaluation sheet. Four 

evaluation questions from the Ostling (1978) survey were integrated as the first four items 

on the current researcher-created evaluation tool and were utilized to assess the 

compositional quality of the three works. Works by both Kroeger and Widdoes received 

scores over 80% of the possible total on the first four questions of the current study, thus 

exceeding the level required for consideration as meritorious works, using Ostling’s criteria. 

However interesting, the lack of complete replication of Ostling’s method prevented these 

scores from being considered an indication of their artistic merit using his criteria. In 

retrospect, the present researcher considers that assessing the evaluated compositions using 

the full Ostling method may have provided useful information and will be suggested in 

recommendations for future research.  

Evaluator ratings did not indicate that the quality of these works was a hindrance to 

their long-term impact. The two most notable results providing potential clues to challenges 

to long-term success were neutral responses (i.e., ratings between 3 and 4) to items related to 

the contemporary nature of the compositions (items 6 and 7) and similarly neutral responses 
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to the statement regarding whether the evaluators would recommend the pieces to high 

school directors (items 8, 9, and 10). Both of these results were further articulated by 

evaluators in the open-ended comments as detailed in the analysis of qualitative data in 

chapter 4.  

The researcher next employed a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) to assess statistical differences among the ratings of the three selected OBCC 

compositions. Evaluation of mean scores revealed that Kurtz’s composition received lower 

ratings than the other two on every item but one (see Table 9 on p. 101 for details). Despite 

the observable difference in mean evaluation scores of the Kurtz composition, the analysis 

revealed no statistically significant difference among the three works in terms of the 

systematic evaluation of their quality. On the basis of these results the current researcher 

determined that the quality of the compositions was not likely to be a negative factor in 

relation to their failure to make a lasting impact.  

Summary of Qualitative Findings Related to Research Question #2 

Because ratings of compositional quality provided no conclusive information to 

explain the minimal impact of the compositions in the study, the researcher next evaluated 

the open-ended responses that followed each question on the evaluation instrument. 

Multiple themes emerged from the qualitative data analysis that provided clues to the 

challenges the CMP faced. Primary among these emergent themes were: (a) factors that 

would discourage directors from selecting the works for performance; (b) absence of 

conducting challenges in the compositions; and (c) multiple problems in project 

infrastructure.  

The first theme explored related factors that might discourage a high school band 

director from selecting the works composed by the OBCC for performance. All three expert 
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musical score evaluators indicated through their numerical and written responses that they 

would not recommend the three evaluated works to high school directors. All three 

evaluators cited the “traditional” nature of the compositions as a primary reason. One 

evaluator commented that one of the OBCC compositions was “conventional as compared 

to the compositional effects available in contemporary band music today,” identifying a clear 

problem in finding a market for the compositions. Asserting that a particular evaluated work 

was not a “bad piece,” one evaluator went on to point out that it is “like so many others and 

therefore doesn't distinguish itself to any great extent.” All three evaluators cited 

comparisons to other works in the core repertoire of band music as a reason that they would 

not readily recommend these compositions.  

Numerous high school core repertoire studies including Berry (1973), Gaines (1998), 

Hughes (1990), Jones (2005), and Slagley (1992) have established that a large body of 

repertoire exists. While they are not always unanimous in determining the specific pieces 

identified as core repertoire, the results of the previous studies do highlight the existence of 

many quality repertoire choices. The presence of so many works that have at some point 

been identified as core repertoire suggests that new works must compete with many 

established, well-known works for consideration and performance. The present researcher 

views the perception that the compositions of the OBCC do not distinguish themselves in 

terms of innovation from other contemporary wind band music as a major obstacle to their 

selection by directors from among the larger body of available repertoire.  

Bauer (1996) and Howard (2001) found that most directors select repertoire with 

more attention to their own groups than primarily using the principle of selecting works 

from core repertoire. Bauer stated that two prominent reasons that directors selected a 

specific composition were to fill the needs of a particular concert program and to meet their 
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desires for specific types of compositions. Although no related literature provides specific 

evidence for why certain pieces are selected by directors to fill a given need, examination of 

band concert programs indicates that the composition type (e.g., contemporary, traditional, 

lyric, etc.) appears to be a prime factor in the decision. Directors seeking a modern 

composition to fit their pedagogical or programming needs would certainly consider pieces 

identified as “contemporary” (including CMP compositions), but may expect or desire a 

work that utilizes the most modern compositional techniques that the technical limitations 

of their ensemble will allow. The fact that works composed by the OBCC were perceived as 

“traditional” by expert evaluators in the present study could counter any programming 

benefit they might gain as a result of being identified as “contemporary” through either their 

titles or affiliation with the CMP. The perceived traditional nature of the compositions 

examined limits their attractiveness to directors seeking to fill the contemporary 

programming niche, because the works do not appear to be considered modern or 

experimental in comparison to other available compositions. One evaluator articulated this 

thought: “If I were to program [this] piece, it wouldn't be to demonstrate contemporary 

compositional techniques.” 

A second theme that emerged from qualitative analysis concerned the role of 

ensemble conductors to the past or future success of performances of the compositions. In 

its resubmission of the Ford Foundation grant proposal in 1962, the CMP (1973) articulated 

concerns with the inability of school ensemble directors to adequately conduct works of a 

more contemporary nature. Schallert (2001) and Webb (1966) supported this concern in 

finding that many CMP compositions utilized modern compositional techniques that 

exceeded the comprehension of high school directors. In response to the belief that many 

high school ensemble directors lacked the skills to teach and conduct more contemporary 
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compositions, the CMP expanded its program to include seminars and workshops on 

contemporary music (CMP, 1973).  

Expert evaluators in the present study did not identify this particular concern in 

regard to the three compositions examined. Evaluators felt that the challenges presented to 

conductors by these works did not exceed those of other standard repertoire, stating among 

their comments that selected works were “easy to navigate,” “not too complex,” and “very 

straightforward.” One evaluator reinforced the opinion that the work did not present a 

conducting challenge by stating: “If a high school teacher cannot conduct this, they must 

find another line of work.”  

The OBCC also shared recollections of the high school directors with whom they 

collaborated. Kroeger recalled that a number of directors were “fine conductors who trained 

their ensembles well.” He recalled that others were somewhat less gifted, but “still within an 

acceptable range.” Kurtz, who composed in the first year of the CMP, recalled “nobody was 

really prepared to pursue the project in an organized way, including me,” but added that high 

school directors were “pretty good, under the circumstances.” 

Considering the musical score evaluators’ determinations of the lack of challenge in 

the scores combined with the composers’ recollections of acceptable director quality, it is 

apparent that the skill of the cooperating directors was unlikely to have negatively influenced 

the impact of the works of the OBCC. The musical score evaluators’ comments confirm that 

this factor is also not likely to pose a hindrance to present directors selecting the works for 

performance. The present study did not evaluate a large enough sample of works to 

confidently disprove previous findings, thus the present researcher considers that the 

conductors’ ability to facilitate the contemporary compositional challenges was simply not an 

issue with these three specific pieces. 
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Infrastructure issues were the most consistent and recurring theme that emerged 

from this set of qualitative data. Comments from all parties interviewed indicated that this 

area was clearly the largest hindrance to the long-term impact of the compositions of the 

OBCC. The following infrastructure issues were recurrent in the quantitative data analysis: 

(a) isolation of each composition at the school for which it was composed, (b) insufficient 

publishing and promotion from the CMP, and (c) failure on the part of the CMP library to 

connect CMP compositions to high school directors.  

Composers in the CMP were placed in communities of different sizes, all with the 

primary intent of composing new music for performance by local high school ensembles. As 

the project evolved, especially into its third phase from 1969-1973, the goal of serving the 

“cultural interests of the community” (Contemporary Music Project, 1973, p. 36) was 

increasingly articulated. Despite these admirable goals, evidence has revealed that 

compositions written for one school were not disseminated throughout the rest of the 

community. Kroeger stated that cooperating directors “all wanted new pieces” rather than 

playing works premiered elsewhere in the district.  He also felt that promotion to the larger 

community or state was lacking. “I don’t think that the school district tried to publicize my 

work to schools outside the district,” he recalled. It is unclear whether the fault for this lay 

primarily with the intent of the project to commission individual pieces for individual 

schools or with school ensemble directors’ apparent unwillingness to perform pieces that 

had been premiered elsewhere. Regardless, it seems that a potential opportunity was missed. 

CMP, despite its status as a nationwide program, failed to create a structure within which 

new compositions would have multiple performances beyond those of the ensembles for 

which they were written.  
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The frequency and pervasiveness of criticisms regarding the publication status of the 

compositions suggest that lack of publication and insufficient promotional efforts initiated 

by the CMP were the most problematic obstacles to the long-term impact of pieces 

composed in association with this project. Evaluators stated that the selected compositions 

were unlikely to be programmed unless the parts were professionally reproduced and 

marketed by well-known publishers. Kurtz related difficulties in having parts prepared and 

duplicated for performance during his year of composing for the CMP. Although Kroeger 

did obtain publishers for a number of his compositions completed during his CMP service, 

he pointed out that any publication his pieces received was due to his own efforts rather 

than to efforts of the CMP. The higher level of impact evidenced by Kroeger’s compositions 

in comparison to those of Kurtz and Widdoes is likely to have been influenced by the 

difference in their publication status. The number of citations in published resources, higher 

number of high school library holdings, and greater number of conference performances are 

a testament to the increased level of Kroeger’s impact.   As detailed previously, a number of 

Kroeger’s compositions were commercially published, while only the CMP Library published 

the wind band compositions of Kurtz and Widdoes written during their association with the 

CMP. 

Beyond the lack of quality publishing, both Kroeger and the expert evaluators noted 

that promotional efforts of the CMP were insufficient. One evaluator cited the lack of 

sample recordings as a prominent obstacle to current band directors’ ability and willingness 

to select the compositions. Additional issues of promotion related directly to the CMP 

Library will be addressed shortly.  

Bauer (1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005) unanimously cited promotional 

materials from music publishers as the tool directors most often utilize to select repertoire 
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for purchase and performance. The current study serves to reinforce the importance of these 

findings; the works of the CMP, lacking sample recordings and publisher promotion, failed 

to make a long-term impact on core band repertoire.   

To its credit, the CMP seemed to recognize the need for publication in founding the 

CMP Library beginning in 1965. Project composers were invited to submit up to ten 

compositions of their choice to the collection (Lawrence, 1970). University Microfilms 

International (UMI) was contracted to print the compositions and to store them on 

microfilm, and the CMP was responsible for promotion of the catalog.  Compositions could 

be ordered from UMI, which then printed hard copies and sent them to the requesting 

director. Consultation with appropriate individuals concerning CMP Library sales records 

was beyond the scope of the present study, but the absence of CMP pieces performed or 

owned in Oregon indicate that the CMP publishing endeavor failed to have an impact 

equivalent to that of professional music publishers, at least within this region of the Pacific 

Northwest.  

Schallert (2001) also found that the CMP publishing efforts were largely unsuccessful 

in promoting the compositions. He highlighted three specific reasons: attempts to advertise 

the existence of the UMI publishing resource were limited to a few periodical articles; the 

procedures for acquiring music through UMI were quite different from those used to obtain 

music through music dealers and were, thus, unfamiliar to directors; and UMI canceled the 

commitment to service the CMP Library in 1973.  This cancellation resulted in moving the 

collection to the MENC Special Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA) Archives at the 

University of Maryland, a move that was made without significant notification to directors. 

Schallert indicated that his personal examination of the collection revealed that many scores 

and parts had never been accessed and others were incomplete.  
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Evidence from the present study affirms Schallert’s (2001) findings that the CMP 

Library did not function effectively. Though compositions are presently available to band 

conductors at no cost beyond copying fees and shipping cost, SCPA Curator Vincent 

Novara reported with confidence that no works of the OBCC had ever been requested from 

the collection (personal correspondence, July 28, 2006).  

The present study uncovered other problems that appear to stem from faulty record 

keeping. Most critically, CMP records, including the CMP Library, completely omit 

Variations on a Hymn by William Billings from the list of Kroeger’s CMP compositions. Only 

through correspondence with the composer was the present researcher able to identify this 

composition as belonging among his CMP output. Kroeger indicated that he did not submit 

Variations among the 10 pieces that each composer was allowed to submit to the CMP 

Library because of his confidence in its potential for commercial publication (personal 

correspondence, June 27, 2009). Neither the composer nor the present researcher could 

discern any reason that the composition was subsequently excluded from other CMP 

records. Kroeger’s Declaration for Trumpet and Band was erroneously listed in published 

repertoire resources and in the CMP Library as either Declaration or Declaration for Trombone 

and Band. 

Concert programs contained additional errors that were enumerated in chapter 4. 

The impact of these discrepancies is uncertain, but serve to highlight some of the problems 

in record keeping that seem to have plagued the compositions created in association with the 

CMP and may point out the need for a more comprehensive inventory of these works.  

Summary of Findings Related to Research Question #2 

Statistical examination of evaluator ratings and parsing of interview data revealed two 

primary factors that reduced the likelihood that works composed by the OBCC would 
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become part of the core repertoire in Oregon. First, compositions of the OBCC, though 

evaluated positively by expert evaluators, did not distinguish themselves from previously 

composed works and were viewed as somewhat traditional in style. Evaluators were hesitant 

to recommend these works to high school directors and felt that they would not likely be 

programmed in their current state of publication and promotion.  

The second group of challenges centered on issues related to infrastructure. 

Evaluators felt that the selected compositions were unlikely to be chosen for performance by 

directors unless sample recordings were available to wind band directors, were adequately 

publicized, and were distributed by well-known publishers. Additionally, works composed by 

OBCC failed to receive further performances in the communities in which they were 

composed, significantly reducing the probability that performances would spread to other 

bands in the state or nation. Finally, results of the present study confirmed previous research 

findings concerning the CMP Library’s lack of effectiveness in promoting CMP 

compositions to high school band directors. 

 

Recommendations for Future Research 

The present study has attempted to provide a model for further investigation into 

factors that influence how specific compositions come to be considered core repertoire. 

Replication and a number of adjustments to the present study will strengthen and expand 

upon the findings. The use of only three composers and eight compositions as musical 

artifacts makes the present study susceptible to the influence of one extremely successful or 

unsuccessful composer; thus replication of the methods and goals of this study in a different 

state with another distinct group of CMP composers would increase the validity and 

reliability of both studies. In replicating the present study, two specific alterations to the 
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method are recommended. The collection of data indicating director familiarity with OBCC 

was integral to the study, but weakened by the use of non-continuous data. In place of the 

responses “no familiarity,” “vague familiarity,” and “quite familiar,” future researchers are 

urged to collect familiarity data on a six or eight point Likert scale. Use of such a continuous 

data type would allow for the use of parametric statistics, thus increasing the power of the 

statistical results. Second, utilization of Ostling’s (1978) full criteria assessing the artistic 

merit of compositions is recommended as part of the evaluation tool used to assess qualities 

of the selected compositions of the OBCC. Inclusion of all ten of Ostling’s questions would 

allow for meaningful comparison between the artistic merit of compositions of the OBCC 

and of core repertoire identified in Ostling and Gilbert (1993). 

Additionally, further examination of core research from the perspective of a select 

work or group of works may provide valuable information to individuals commissioning or 

composing new works and to large-scale commissioning projects. A case study of a single 

composition, such as John Barnes Chance’s Incantation and Dance, a piece composed during 

his time in the CMP and identified as core repertoire by Hughes (1990), Gaines (1996), and 

Schallert (2001), would provide lessons from the perspective of a work that has succeeded in 

making a lasting impact upon the repertoire.  

The present researcher also recommends further examination of school library 

holdings as a meaningful complement to measuring performance frequency data. In cases 

where concert programs are unavailable, this measurement tool may serve as a viable option. 

Future researchers are encouraged to include titles as well as names of composers when 

surveying high school conductors. The present researcher found that many directors 

managed music libraries organized alphabetically by title and had no method of identifying 
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compositions by the name of the composer alone, thus necessitating two versions of the list 

of compositions – one organized by composer and one by title. 

As evidenced by the substantial number of citations in research that examines both 

wind band and music education history (Battisti, 2002; Labuta and Smith, 1997; Mark, 1996), 

the CMP remains an historical occurrence worthy of further study. Research that assesses 

whether composing for the CMP led participants to increased engagement in creating music 

for school ensembles either by composing further themselves or urging peers or students to 

write pieces for school ensembles would provide another measure to assess the impact of 

the CMP. As indicated earlier in this document, records of compositions arising from the 

CMP are incomplete. Research to better identify all composers and wind band compositions 

that were produced as part of the CMP would be useful to researchers interested in core 

repertoire and the CMP. Documentation related to pieces composed during the third phase 

of the project (1968-1973) is absent from published CMP documents and journal articles and 

most in need of clarification. 

The present study demonstrates that factors influencing directors’ repertoire 

selection is an area in need of further research.  One particular area of need is the 

development of a measure to quantify the influence of factors cited by previous researchers 

such as Bauer (1996), Howard (2001), and Jones (2005). The amount of time directors spend 

evaluating works before purchase is another area in which significant research is needed.  

A broader topic within this area of study is research that examines factors that 

influence director choices of particular types of compositions (e.g., overtures, marches, or 

contemporary works). Examination of the reasons that directors select contemporary music 

would be of particular interest to any group commissioning contemporary composers and 

could potentially increase the future impact of such commissioned works.  The present 
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researcher uncovered no studies examining either why contemporary music is selected or 

how specific pieces from this genre are settled upon.  

The area of core repertoire research still contains a number of aspects that are 

unexplored and in need of further study. There is currently no research that serves to 

thoroughly compare the findings of the numerous extant core repertoire studies. More 

specifically and urgently, there is need for research to reconcile or explain the different 

findings of studies measuring core repertoire by performance frequency to those measuring 

core repertoire by assessments of compositional quality. Researchers disagree about whether 

wind band conductor repertoire choices (as identified by frequency of performance) 

demonstrate that conductors do or do not program those compositions they themselves 

deem most meritorious (Gaines, 1996; Hopwood, 1998; Kish, 2003; Woike, 1990). Research 

to reconcile these opposing views would prove highly beneficial. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study, through examination of the impact of compositions produced as 

a part of the CMP, focused attention on an often forgotten aspect of this historically 

significant commissioning project. By placing 90 composers in public schools over 14 years, 

the CMP provided a vital opportunity early in the careers of a large body of composers, 

many of whom would later go on to make substantial contributions to wind band repertoire. 

Despite the importance of contemporary music to the future success of the wind band, prior 

to the present investigation, no research had previously examined a specific body of 

compositions in regards to their lasting impact as evidenced by their consideration as 

standard repertoire within a defined geographical region. The present study provides a model 

and survey instruments for future examinations, which have the potential to provide critical 
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information regarding the commissioning and composing processes to conductors and 

composers involved in the creation of new music for the wind band. 

The present study revealed that music composed by Oregon-based CMP composers 

(OBCC) did not make a substantial impact upon wind band repertoire and performance in 

Oregon. Like so many other new compositions, the majority of the eight compositions 

examined appears to have received virtually no attention following their composition periods 

and premiere performances and were not disseminated throughout either the communities 

in which they were performed or the state.  The impact of these compositions seems to have 

been limited only to the group for which they were composed. Expert evaluators found that 

the pieces were of good quality but did not exhibit enough compositional innovation to 

stand out from other music previously written. Efforts of the CMP to catalog and publish a 

number of the pieces created by composers associated with the project were shown to be 

ineffective. Findings indicated that the publication process was inadequate and the means by 

which band directors could access the compositions were too unfamiliar to effectively 

promote and disseminate the music. Through interviews with project composers, it became 

apparent that the praise and attention that a small number of compositions of the OBCC 

had received was due to efforts outside of the CMP.   

Some of the lessons provided by the present study seem to have already begun to be 

utilized in recent commissioning efforts. The current practice of commissioning new works 

in consortia of multiple ensembles and conductors has widened the influence of new works 

through sharing the expense and initial performances of new works. As multiple ensembles 

are involved in the compositional process and share the financial burden, newly composed 

works have increased opportunities for widely publicized beginnings and a potentially larger 

pool of conductors advocating for their success. 
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Current commissioning projects such as the American Composers Forum’s 

BandQuest have drawn upon lessons of the CMP and have contracted professional 

publication and promotion from prominent commercial publishers. BandQuest also has 

developed a list of guidelines for composers that help them to compose in their most 

authentically personal style, while simultaneously creating works that are within the technical 

and musical abilities of young bands.  

The repertoire of the wind band is still developing. As growing numbers of the most 

accomplished living composers write for the wind band, the amount and quality of the 

repertoire will continue to grow. By considering the historical lessons provided by the 

compositional contributions of the CMP, both conductors and composers can better 

understand the factors that will positively influence the lasting impact of new compositions. 
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Appendix A: High School Survey – OBCC Holdings and Familiarity 

 

Dear colleague, 
 
Greetings from Willamette University, I hope your school preparations, band camps, and 
vacations are going well.  
 
I am writing to enlist your help in my dissertation research through the University of 
Minnesota. I am researching the impact of band works written in Oregon (for Oregon high 
schools) as part of the Contemporary Music Project from 1959-1974. I hope to learn more 
about what influences the success of both small-scale commissions and larger 
commissioning projects. 
 
If you have any connection to a high school band library, I would appreciate your taking 
time to check your library and answer two questions.  
 
1. Does your band library contain any works of the following composers -- 
   James Kurtz, Lawrence Widdoes, or Karl Kroeger? 
 
2. If so, please list the titles your library contains and provide any information you might 
have regarding past performances of the works.  
 
(Note: negative responses [are] every bit as crucial to my research as positive ones -- if you 
have no works of the three composers, please let me know that as well.) 
 
I would also greatly appreciate your taking time to answer three additional questions 
designed to gauge band director familiarity with the Contemporary Music Project (CMP) and 
with the composers in question. 
 
Please rate your familiarity with the Contemporary Music Project (1959-1974) 
     1 - no familiarity, 2 - vague familiarity, 3 - quite familiar 
 
Please rate your familiarity with the pedagogical concept of Comprehensive Musicianship 
     1 - no familiarity, 2 - vague familiarity, 3 - quite familiar 
 
Please rate your familiarity with the three following composers:  
     1 - no familiarity, 2 - vague familiarity, 3 - quite familiar 
   a) James Kurtz, composer-in-residence Portland schools (1959-1960) 
   b) Lawrence Widdoes, composer-in-residence Salem schools (1961-1962) 
   c) Karl Kroeger, composer-in-residence Eugene schools (1964-1967) 
 
Feel free to include responses in the text of your return email. Any format is acceptable.  
 
Thank you for your assistance, 
Tim Robblee 
Director of Bands  
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Willamette University  
trobblee@willamette.edu 
(503) 370-6259 
 
 
Consent to participate in research: 
Return of this email indicates that you are willing to have your responses included in the data 
section of whatever published form this research might take. Participation in this study is 
voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future 
relations with the University of Minnesota or Willamette University. If you decide to 
participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time with out 
affecting those relationships.  
 
Contacts and Questions: 
The researcher conducting this study is Tim Robblee. You may ask any questions you have 
now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at Willamette 
University, (503) 370-6259 or trobblee@willamette.edu. Dr. Keitha Hamann (612) 624-9819, 
haman011@umn.edu, serves as Mr. Robblee's faculty advisor. 
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Appendix B: High School survey – Core Repertoire Holdings 

 
Dear Colleague, 
 
Thank you so much for your responses earlier this year regarding your library holdings of 
composers from the Contemporary Music Project. In writing the results of this survey, the 
need to compare this data to other "core repertoire" has become very clear and urgent. 
 
To help me finish this portion of my dissertation research, I would like to humbly ask your 
help once more to complete this follow-up question: 
 
1. Does your high school band library contain the following works (any edition is 
acceptable): 
  Holst: First Suite in Eb 
  Grainger: Children's March 
  Wagner: Trauersinfonie (also known as Trauermusik) 
 
2. To respond, please type the word: YES or NO next to each title and return the email to 
me. 
 
These works were chosen for their status as "core repertoire" by expert evaluators and 
published repertoire aids. If you are interested in my findings, please indicate so on your 
email, and I will happily disclose my results when they are compiled. I hope to have your 
results within a week [so that I can] complete the statistical analysis. 
 
Thank you so much for your assistance, 
Tim Robblee 
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Appendix C: OBCC Musical Score Evaluator Instructions 

 
Dear Colleague, 
 
Thank you for agreeing to serve as an expert score evaluator for my dissertation research: 
Examination of the impact of the Contemporary Music Project on wind band repertoire and performance in 
Oregon. You have been selected because of your role as a prominent collegiate wind band 
educator in the state of Oregon. 
 
Enclosed you will find three wind band scores, one by each of the Oregon-based composers 
in the Contemporary Music Project. The scores and composers (in order of compositional date) 
are: 

 
James Kurtz – Episode for Band (1960) 
Lawrence Widdoes – Sonatina for Band (1962) 
Karl Kroeger – Divertimento for Band (1971) 

 
Your expert evaluation of these works will be a component of my data exploring the lasting 
impact of these works (and others by these three composers) upon the wind band repertoire 
in our state. Specifically, I aim to use your evaluations to provide evidence for potential 
reasons that high school directors may or may not have chosen these works for study and 
performance.  
 
Score Evaluation Procedure: 
To aid in this process and to provide data that will be reported collectively, I request that 
you follow the following procedures: 

1) Please evaluate each score for no longer than 20 minutes. This length of time was 
chosen to represent a [typical] amount of time that might be afforded an unknown 
work by high school band educators selecting music for study and performance. 

2) After evaluation of each work, please respond to the eleven Score Evaluator 
comments that have been sent to you electronically on three MS Word attachments 
(one for each composition) by completing each of the following steps: 

a. Before responding, please save each document using the “save as” feature by 
adding your initials to the front of the document title. Example: “Evaluator 
Form – Kurtz.doc” will become “tjr_Evaluator Form – Kurtz.doc” 

b. Please enter the number of minutes (should not exceed 20) that was 
dedicated to the evaluation of each composition into the dialogue box 
provided under the composer information line.  

c. Please respond to each statement by indicating your intensity of 
disagreement/agreement by checking the box adjacent [to] the number along 
the continuum that best represents your response. Please check only one box 
[per response item].  

d. Please comment on each statement by typing your responses directly into the 
dialogue box marked “Comments.” You must click in the upper left corner 
of the comment box to place your cursor and type text. The dialogue boxes 
will expand to accommodate any amount of text you wish to write. 
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e. Please save again (as renamed document) and then return to me as an MS 
Word attachment. You should return three completed Evaluation Forms, 
one for each composition. 

3) Your responses should reflect your personal professional opinion. Comments will be 
most helpful when they contain specific musical examples that illustrate your 
answers.  

 
Receipt of your responses to the evaluation questions will be taken as consent to participate 
in this study. If you have any concerns about your participation, please contact me with any 
questions. Please return your completed evaluation forms to me by February 10, 2007. 
 
Thank you for your assistance in this project, I look forward to sharing the results of the 
study with you and would be pleased to discuss these compositions written for Oregon’s 
high school bands with you further.  
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Tim Robblee 
(503) 269-8876 
trobblee@willamette.edu 
 
 
Consent information: 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your 
current or future relations with the University of Minnesota or Willamette University. If you decide to 
participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time with out affecting those 
relationships.  
 
Contacts and Questions: 
The researcher conducting this study is Tim Robblee. You may ask any questions you have 
now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at Willamette 
University, (503) 370-6259 or trobblee@willamette.edu. Dr. Scott Lipscomb (612) 624-2843,  
lipscomb@umn.edu, serves as Mr. Robblee’s faculty advisor. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other 
than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the Research Subjects’ Advocate Line, D528 
Mayo, 420 Delaware St. Southeast, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455; (612) 625-1650. 
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Appendix D: OBCC Musical Score Evaluator Response Form 

 
Score Evaluator Form 
 
Name of Composer/Title of composition: Lawrence Widdoes – Sonatina for Band 
Amount of time evaluating this score:  
 

 
1. This composition has form that reflects a proper balance between repetition and 

contrast. 
 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

2. This composition reflects craftsmanship in orchestration, and demonstrates a 
proper balance between both transparent and tutti scoring, and solo and group 
colors. This composition offers interesting musical parts for most/all players. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

3. This composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp of 
its musical meaning. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
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4. This composition is consistent in style, reflects a complete grasp of technical 
details and clearly conceived ideas, and avoids lapses into trivial, futile, or 
unsuitable passages. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

5. This composition represents an appropriate level of difficulty for high school 
band. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

6. This composition contains conducting challenges that might prove difficult for a 
significant number of high school band conductors. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

7. This composition seems “timeless” and does not contain “dated” elements. In 
other words, the musical language of this composition seems appropriate and 
significant in all musical eras since its composition, not only within a decade of 
its composition date. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
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Comments: 
      

 
 

8. This composition contains musical language of “contemporary” music (post-1950 
compositional techniques). It seems likely that this composition would be 
programmed by directors seeking a work composed in a contemporary 
compositional style.  

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

9. The length of this composition is an issue (either too short or too long) toward its 
likelihood of being chosen for programming. 

 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
      

 
 

10. I would recommend this composition to a high school band director today.  
 
Strongly disagree                   Strongly agree 

1  2  3  4  5  6  
 
Comments: 
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11. Please detail any additional comments about this composition’s quality or 
likelihood of being chosen for programming. 
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Appendix E: Composer Interview Questions 

 

1. What led you to apply for the Ford Foundation Young Composers Project (YCP) 
position?13 

 
2. In what school or schools did you compose works for winds during your Project 

involvement?  
 
3. During your time in the Project, were you based in one school or many? Please list any 

school names that you recall.  
 
4. Please list the names of any cooperating directors/teachers and music supervisors for 

whom you composed works for winds. 
 
5. Were you able to successfully use the school ensembles as a “laboratory for 

experimentation with compositional problems” as the Ford Foundation charter 
intended? If so, how? 

 
6. Do you feel that your participation in this project helped you grow as a composer? If so, 

how? 
 
7. Did you feel able to fully express your musical language given the Project’s mandate to 

write music for public school ensembles? If not, how did you alter your compositional 
approach to accommodate the age and experience of the ensemble members?  

 
8. How successfully did you feel the cooperating directors rehearsed and conducted your 

composition(s)? 
 
9. How would you describe the cooperating directors’ attitudes toward your music?  
 
10. How would you evaluate the premier performance of your composition(s)?  
 
11. Have you had similar or different experiences with other school ensembles on the same 

work(s)? Please describe. 
 
12. Have you ever written for school-aged ensembles between your time in the YCP and 

now? Please list works and medium.  
 
13. Did your experience as a Project composer influence you to encourage either colleagues 

or students to compose for school-aged ensembles?   
 
                                                 
13 Note to reader: the original document sent to each composer contained between 5 and 7 
lines of blank space between each question. Composers were provided the option to write 
their answers on the questionnaire directly, or to type into the questionnaire as an electronic 
document. 
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14. Do you recall your compositions for the Project having been publicized to other schools 
in the same school district? Do you recall if copies of the music were ever made available 
to other schools in the school district?  

 
15. Was your wind music published? By whom? Please share any recollections of the process 

of obtaining publication for your wind work(s). 
 
16. Did you feel as though publishers or the CMP Library actively promoted the works? 
 
17. Do you have any knowledge of further performances of your wind compositions for the 

Project? If so, how many times and by whom? 
 
18. To what factors do you attribute the number of performances? 
 
Please share anything else below that you deem important about the composition, 
performance, and dissemination of your wind band works for the Young Composers Project 
(YCP). 

 

 

 


